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Say hello to
your new lending

Ally, from RV financing
to insurance to smart
remarketing tools.
We’ve got you covered.

No other financial institution is more responsive and more
dedicated to the success of your RV dealership than we are.
With over 90 years of experience in the vehicle finance business,
we have the money to lend and expertise to deliver on your
wholesale, retail financing and remarketing needs.

See for yourself how Ally can help you. Give us a call today.

PROUD SPONSOR OF

800-814-8842 | rvfinancing@ally.com
© 2011 Ally Financial. All rights reserved.
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Prospects for a 260,200-Unit Shipment
Year Sound Pretty Good in Mid-June,
Given the Disparity of News Headlines

EDITOR Bruce Hampson
(574) 266-7980, ext. 13 • bhampson@rvbusiness.com

oming back from June’s RVIA Committee Week, I was left with an
array of interesting issues to ponder, from the industry’s upgraded
service-technician program to an emerging trend toward destination
camping to the potential impact of stringent new CAFÉ standards. But
the most intriguing issue of all had to do with the economy and where we’re
headed in the near and long term.
That question was already on everyone’s mind when
they arrived June 5 in Washington D.C. for Committee
Week — just as it was for most Americans riding the
rollercoaster of the headline news. On one hand, we read
about improving unemployment numbers in the RV-building center of Elkhart County, and we hear about some RV
manufacturers still doing pretty well out there.
On the other hand, it’s generally known that some
recreational vehicle builders are no longer working at full
clip and that some companies aren’t performing up to their own expectations.
That’s no secret, as Winnebago Chairman and CEO Bob Olson pointed out
in his company's most recent financial report. “We felt that coming out of 2010
things were picking up. We thought we were well on our way to recovery, which
would have been not only good for Winnebago, but the RV industry,” said
Olson, noting that consumers don’t seem to be investing in some recreational
items like they used to and that “things are getting tough in the economy.”
In line with those comments, Recreation Vehicle Industry Association
(RVIA) consulting economist Richard Curtin told a rather startled Committee
Week audience that the recession’s ongoing effects with regard to jobs and
housing may be limiting the industry’s long-term prospects. Of course, that’s
not what the association crowd really wanted to hear. But that’s what he said.
What does that really mean for an industry that has seen the recession push
shipments down from a recent peak of 390,500 units in 2006 to 165,700 in
2009 and now back up to a Curtin-projected 2011 clip of 260,200 and a forecasted 2012 pace of 270,900?
That’s really hard to say. “I was trying to make one basic point — that the
Great Recession has fundamentally changed the situation with consumers, how
the economy operates, and, as a result, the RV market has to change to address
these different conditions,” Curtin told RVBusiness. Specifically, he says the
economy is now more global and volatile — and companies as a result will have
a tougher time planning and executing their plans in this sort of environment.
And although the core RV customer still has a strong affection for the RV
lifestyle, he argues, manufacturers should take a second look at the products
they produce because consumers can’t afford what they might have preferred
a few years ago.
While I figure that there's probably an element of truth in Dr. Curtin’s
comments, I prefer the cup-half-full comments of former RVIA chairman
Jim Sheldon, who was recognized later that same day for his years of industry
service. Sheldon, point blank, said the future is bright. “But it’s not going to be
a walk in the park,” he told RVIA insiders on Capitol Hill. “We’re going to
have to work for it, like anything else. But that’s nothing new for anybody
who participates in it. We’re not afraid of hard work. So, I’m excited about the
future. I’m excited for our industry, and I’m excited for all those who participate
in the RV lifestyle.”
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Better.
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Protective is con
Protective
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XtraRide
de to ensur
ensure
e it rremains
emains the
best-in-class service agreement program available in the industry. We
are pleased to introduce exciting new program enhancements
to the XtraRide RV Service Agreement Program for 2011.

2011 XtraRide Program Enhancements:**
• NEW! Unlimited mileage terms for new and used motor homes

• NEW! $500 deductible options now available for Platinum Coverage

• Fuel / L.P. Gas beneﬁt has increased to $250

• Pet Beneﬁt has increased to $250

• Airfare Allowance Beneﬁt has increased to $750

Contact your Protective agent today to learn more!

Start Selling the Enhanced 2011 XtraRide Pr
Program
ogram January 1, 2011.**
XtraRide Service Agreements

I

Dealer Experience Refund & Reinsurance Programs
Training
F&I T
raining

I

Call today to ﬁnd out how
XtraRide can increase your dealer
proﬁts and customer satisfaction.

Post-Sale Programs
I

Rental Programs

On-Line Rating, Reporting & Agreements

888.237.9121

www
www.protectiveassetprotection.com
.protectiveassetprotection.com

The XtraRide Service Agreement
Agreement Pr
Program
Property
Company,, a Pr
Protective
company,, in all states except New York.
Company. *An RVDA
RVDA endorsed product
product
ogram is backed by LLyndon
yndon Pr
operty Insurance Company
otective company
York. In New York
York this product
product is backed by Old Republic Insurance Company.
RVDA
assure
quality,, dependability and overall value. R
RVDA
from a Protective
Protective company for business generated by RV
RV dealers.
or service is one that has been extensively evaluated by the R
VDA to assur
e quality
VDA and the RVDA
RVDA Education Foundation receive
receive compensation from
**Certain beneﬁts or coverage may not be available in all states due to state law restrictions.
aree subject to limitations or exclusions and may apply in the event of a covered
repair. See coverage booklet for details. The enhanced
restrictions. These beneﬁts ar
covered repair.
Program
approval.
XtraRide Pr
ogram may not be available in every state on 1/1/2011 pending state appr
oval.
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Thor Reports Strong Gains
for 3Q, 9 Months. Thor Industries Inc. reported strong gains
for the company’s third quarter
and nine months, ended April 30.
The Jackson Center, Ohio-based
builder posted sales in the quarter of $852 million, up 25% from
$680.2 million a year ago, while
net income was $40 million, representing a 17% increase from
$34.1 million last year. Earning
per share for the quarter were 72
cents versus 66 cents last year.
Motorized Sales Dip in
April, Towables Rise. Yearover-year motorhome sales
edged down 6.4% in April, while
registrations for the first four
months showed a slight 0.9% decline, according to the latest report from Statistical Surveys Inc.
(SSI), Grand Rapids, Mich. Overall sales in the Class A category
showed some weakness in April,
dropping 10.8%, but remained
flat year-to-date (YTD), down just
0.3%. Class C sales were off 2.4%
in April and dropped 2.8% YTD.
Class B motorhome or camper
van retail sales were down 51.3%
for April compared to 2010, and
fell 37.6% YTD. Meanwhile, according to a June 20 SSI report
April towable sales rose 2.9%,
with year-over-year registrations
increasing 4.5%. Travel trailer
sales jumped 6% in April (6.6%
YTD), while fifth-wheel sales
edged down slightly (0.2%) while
showing a 2.6% YTD uptick.
RVDA to Present DSI
Awards at Annual Expo. The
Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association (RVDA) will present the association’s Dealer Satisfaction
Index (DSI) Quality Circle Awards
to top-performing manufacturers
at a special all-industry dinner at
the Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino in
Las Vegas, Nev., on Oct. 5 during
the 2011 RV Dealers International
Convention/Expo. Themed “ReVolution: Take Charge Today,” the
Oct. 3-7 convention will include
educational workshops and exhibitor hall.

RV Industry Leadership Addresses Service
Tech Training, Canadian Coalition, Global
Markets During RVIA Committee Week in D.C.
If There Was One Overriding Theme That Emerged From the June Meetings, It Was
That the Industry Continues to Pull Itself Out This Spring and Early Summer — In Fits
and Spurts — From the Vagaries of a Daunting Global Downturn
In a jam-packed week reminiscent of
the pre-recession days in the RV industry, the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association’s (RVIA) leadership gathered
June 6-9 at its traditional meeting place
— the historic Willard Intercontinental
Hotel in Washington D.C. — for the 2011
version of RVIA Committee Week.
Last year’s Committee Week meetings were held in Elkhart, Ind. — a move
that saved members money and played
into the industry’s Centennial celebration.
This year, RVIA’s board of directors,
RVIA Board members with Sen. Richard “Dick” Lugar (center) at his
committee members and Go RVing D.C. office. Lugar later addressed industry leaders during a reception.
Coalition participants deliberated over a
wide spectrum of topics. And if there was one over- RV manufacturers, suppliers and dealers, our indusriding theme that emerged from the proceedings, it try remains strong with shipments at a sustainable
was that the industry continues to pull itself out of the volume because of the millions of RV owners who
love their RVs, love what they can do while RVing and
aftermath of the Great Recession
“With regard to the industry as a whole,” RVIA can’t imagine giving up the enjoyment of their RVing
Chairman Gregg Fore told the association’s leadership experiences,” said Fore, president of Dicor Corp.,
during RVIA’s Annual Membership Meeting on Tuesday Elkhart, Ind.
Meanwhile, RVIA’s board of directors in its June
(June 7), “we’ve been indeed fortunate that over the
last 18 months our industry has recovered from the 9 meeting at the end of Committee Week approved a
depths of the economic meltdown to a level today that, list of committee recommendations, including:
• Hosting a RV World Conference, a gathering of
based on history, is a more sustainable volume.
“While the economic downturn took away some
continued on page 12

Go RVing Coalition Embraces New ‘Away’ Ad Theme
That’s Similar In Certain Ways to Previous Campaigns
All-Industry Panel Unanimously Agrees to Move Beyond the Cost-Effective ‘Ambassadors of Affordability’ Theme That Had Carried It Through Recession to An All-New
Integrated Television, Print and Digital Campaign Using a Lifestyle Concept
The Go RVing Coalition, in a standing-room-only
session held during RVIA Committee Week in Washington D.C., again exhibited the kind of unity that has
been a hallmark of the recreational vehicle industry’s
ongoing marketing campaign since it was launched
some 14 years ago.
At the end of the day, the all-industry panel unanimously agreed to move beyond the cost-effective
“Ambassadors of Affordability” theme that had carried it through the recession to an all-new, integrated
television, print and digital campaign using an

“Away” lifestyle theme that resembles in many ways
the more emotional formats of earlier campaigns.
“What we really want to accomplish here is to
think about our strategy as we move forward into
the next level of the campaign,” said Chad Strohl, a
brand manager for The Richards Group, the coalition’s Dallas-based agency. “Specifically what we
want to do is return to our original strategy, which is
about pursuing your passions and doing the things
we like to do with the people who matter most.”
continued on page 10
J U L Y / A U G U S T
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Heartland RV Owners Rally Attracts 218 Rigs

BRIEF

Around 440 RVers and 218 rigs
assembled June 15-19 at the
Elkhart County Fairgrounds in
Goshen, Ind., for the 2011 North
American Heartland Owners Rally.
The event marked the sixth year
that Elkhart, Ind.-based Heartland
Recreational Vehicles has hosted a
national rally for its growing owners
club. Organizers said that attendees, representing 29 states and
three Canadian provinces, were enjoying a mix of instructional seminars, leisure-time activities and
entertainment.
The event also provided Heartland
owners with the opportunity to tour Members of the Heartland RV Owners Club toured Heartthe company’s expansive manufac- land’s manufacturing complex during their annual rally.
turing complex on the north side of
Elkhart, which has grown to include seven production lines and four support and sub-assembly
facilities encompassing 810,000 square feet of manufacturing space.

GE Capital Expanding Chicago
Work Force. GE Capital plans to nearly
double the number of its employees in
Chicago to more than 2,000, in part because of Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s economic plans for the city. Officials with the
financial services arm of General Electric
said 500 of those new jobs — skilled commercial, technical and regulatory positions
— would be added within the next year.
The other 500 jobs would come in the next
few years. The company also is looking
for a new office in Chicago to accommodate the growing work force.
Hopkins Partners with Canadian
Equity Firm. Recreational vehicle aftermarket supplier Hopkins Manufacturing
Corp. announced June 6 a partnership
with ONCAP, a private equity firm based in
Toronto, Canada. According to a press release, Hopkins management and ONCAP
made an investment in the company by
purchasing shares from an affiliate of
Friend Skoler & Co. Inc., a private equity
investor located in Saddle Brook, N.J., that
has been an investor in Hopkins since
2004. The investment by ONCAP was
completed in connection with Hopkins’ recapitalization and new bank financing.
Ally Ranked Largest Auto Finance
Company. Ally Financial seized on a market buoyed by new loan originations to
claim the title of largest auto finance company in the United States in 2010, according to the new Auto Finance Big Wheels
annual ranking of car lenders and lessors.
Ally Financial, the bank-holding company
that used to be known as GMAC, amassed
an auto finance portfolio of $74 billion last
year. Ally recently stepped up its role in the
RV industry with stated intentions of becoming a national scale wholesale and retail RV lender.

Lippert, Kinro Focus on Aftermarket RV
Sales, Form ‘Specialty Markets’ Team
Lippert Components Inc. and Kinro Inc.,
subsidiaries of White Plains, N.Y.-based Drew
Industries Inc., announced several major initiatives in early June intended to expand the companies’ sales.
On June 5, the two firms announced they
have launched a new effort to expand their
sales of aftermarket RV products, hiring industry veteran Bob Mater as director of RV aftermarket services to head up this operation. Four
days later, Lippert Components and Kinro announced the formation of a dedicated specialty
markets team created to focus on supplying
components for a variety of uses and industries, including trailers for cargo, horse and livestock, and heavy equipment, as well as
components for ambulances and the transit
and school bus industries. The new sales team

Coachmen Debuts Brookstone Diamond Edition

Middlebury, Ind.-based Coachmen RV
has introduced an upgrade package to
its popular Brookstone fifth-wheel lineup
— the Brookstone Diamond Edition.
“The Diamond Edition is a package that
includes many of our popular options
plus some exclusive features that are not
offered on the standard Brookstone,” reported Josh Staley, product manager for
the Brookstone fifth-wheel line. The Diamond Edition package features include
an exclusive full-body paint package, Level Up six-point automatic hydraulic leveling system,
40-pound LP bottles, 12-cubic-foot refrigerator with ice maker and solar reflective, flush-mount,
frameless windows. “The Diamond Edition package adds up to $15,000 of retail value that we
are offering at a substantially reduced price,” added Staley, whose company is a division of
Forest River, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway company. “The Diamond Edition package can be added
to all of the Brookstone floorplans and comes with all the great features that have made the
Brookstone fifth-wheel popular among retail customers: gelcoat fiberglass, 165 cubic feet of
pass-thru storage, four-step entry, hardwood hickory cabinetry, larger TVs, one-piece round
front fiberglass showers, 31-inch deep bedroom slides, and stackable washer/dryer-ready.”

ARVC Revamps Outdoor Hospitality Confab. ‘Where Outdoor Hospitality
Meets Southern Hospitality’ is the theme
for the all new 2011 Outdoor Hospitality
Conference and Expo (OHCE). The event
is presented by the National Association of
RV Parks and Campgrounds (ARVC) Nov.
30 to Dec. 2, with pre-conference events
taking place Nov. 28-29 at the Westin Savannah Harbor Golf Resort and Spa and
Savannah International Trade & Convention Center. And this year the entire outdoor hospitality industry is invited — and
a new rate structure for attendees makes
the conference more affordable. For more
information, visit www.arvc.org/outdoorhospitality-conference.aspx or call (800)
395-2267. RVB
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will be led by Lippert Components sales veteran Andrew Pocock and will include Carter
Goodson, Ben Potts and Bob Boone.
In announcing Mater’s hiring, Jason Lippert,
CEO of Goshen, Ind.-based Lippert Components and Arlington, Texas-based Kinro, noted
that many of the companies’ existing RV products — including doors, windows, mattresses,
upholstered seating, leveling devices, suspension products, slideouts, and other accessories
— have significant aftermarket potential, but
“our current RV aftermarket sales of $13 million
only scratch the surface of this opportunity. We
believe we can profitably expand our sales into
this market by devoting a talented team, as well
as a separate facility, to focus strictly on gaining
additional aftermarket business through RV
dealers and wholesale distributors.”
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RPTIA Elects Officers, Go RVing from page 7
Board, for 1-Year Terms The Richards Group, along with the RecreThe Recreational Park Trailer Industry
Association (RPTIA) seated new officers
and board members during its May 4
board meeting held at the RV Hall of
Fame in Elkhart, Indiana.
New board members include Mike
Atkinson of KOA in Billings, Mont.;
Dave Burroughs of Woodland Park in
Middlebury, Ind.; Jim Foltz of Forest
River in Elkhart; Ind.; Joe Follman of
Chariot Eagle in Ocala, Fla.; Tim Gage
of Cavco Industries in Phoenix, Ariz.;
Dick Grymonprez of Athens Park
Homes; in Athens Texas; Larry Ladd of
Jellystone Park Camp-Resort in Pierceton, Ind.; Ted Huff of T.R. Arnold &
Associates in Elkhart, Ind.; Alan Reder
of NTA Inc. in Nappanee, Ind.; Dan
Saltzgiver of Reichart’s Camping Center
in Hanover, Penn.; Larry Smith of Stone
Canyon Lodges in Haleyville, Ala.; John
Soard of Fairmont Homes, Inc. in Nappanee, Ind.; and Tyler Steele of Canterbury Park Homes of Goshen, Ind.
The new board then elected from
among its numbers Officers who will
serve for the coming year. Elected were
Dick Grymonprez as president; Mike
Atkinson, vice president; Secretary John
Soard, and as treasurer, Tyler Steele. Joining the officers as members of the Executive Committee are Curt Yoder of
Kropf Industries, Inc., who previously
served as RPTIA’s immediate past president; Jerome C. Loftus, Esq., RPTIA’s
General Counsel; and Bill Garpow,
RPTIA’s executive director.

Thor to Stage Dealer
Open House at HOF
The RV/MH Hall of Fame in
Elkhart, Ind., has been selected as the
venue for Thor Industries Inc.’s RV
Dealer Open House, Sept. 20-22.
This year’s event will feature products from all Thor RV companies including Airstream Inc., Breckenridge,
CrossRoads RV, Dutchmen RV Manufacturing, Heartland Recreational Vehicles, Keystone RV Co., Redwood
and Thor Motor Coach. “These are
exciting times to be a Thor dealer,”
stated Ron Fenech, Thor RV group
president. “With more than 325 models on display, each of our eight RV divisions will be showcasing new
products never before seen.”
10
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ation Vehicle Industry Association’s (RVIA)
staff and members of the coalition’s Creative
Work Group, had been working on the campaign’s next wave for a couple of months. The
coalition on June 6 gave the agency the goahead to begin production work on four print
ads and three television spots, samples of
which are to be available for industry review at
this winter’s Louisville Show.
In the same meeting, the coalition’s leadership, including co-chairmen Bob Olson, chairman and CEO of Winnebago Industries Inc.,
Forest City, Iowa, and Tom Stinnett, of Tom
Stinnett RV Freedom Center, Clarksville, Ind.,
issued a decidedly positive review on the 2011
campaign to date.
“On the dealer side,” said Stinnett, “I’d like
to express that the dealers are real excited
about the Go RVing leads-prioritization system
to increase the value of Go RVing leads. It does
seem to be working. The ‘Leads Plus’ program
is delivering more qualified leads categorized
by RV purchase likelihood, helping us all follow
up more efficiently and effectively.
“And, so far this year, more than 420 dealers signed up for the Go RVing leads program
compared to 382 a year ago,” said Stinnett.
“That’s a 10% increase over 2010, and we’re
not done yet. We’re still working hard to get
more dealers signed up since research shows
that the best time to work with these leads continues to run through October. So, we’ve had
some terrific support from the industry partners this year. Several manufacturers and state
associations have really helped us get the word
out regarding the Leads Plus program. So, we
appreciate their involvement.”
Olson, for his part, said he liked the way
things were shaping up. “I’m really excited
about the direction that our coalition’s headed
in 2011,” he told the group. “We are starting
with our cross-media promotion on The Food
Network, which will include Go RVing messages on their TV program, in their magazine
and on their web page. With the growing popularity of the Food Network, it’s a great venue
for us to reach our potential customers. We
have partnered with National CineMedia, with
Go RVing ads airing prior to PG movies in theaters across the country. What a way to get our
message in front of young families, just the
kind of people the industry wants to reach.”
Go RVing, he added, will continue to advertise with the ESPN family of networks, including
NASCAR, professional bowling and Major
League Baseball. Also still on the agenda are
cable networks, including Discovery, the Travel
Channel, the Outdoor Channel and The Weather
Channel and a wide array of magazines from
Better Homes & Gardens to Parents, Budget

Travel and Family Circle.
“We will continue to utilize the Internet (in
2011) with buys on 40 sites,” added Olson,
with Google, Yahoo and other sites playing key
roles while social networking outlets like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube remain an inexpensive
means of harvesting million of impressions for
a negligible cost.
After rather brief comments by James
Ashurst, RVIA’s new vice president of communications and advertising, RVIA Senior Director
of Marketing Communications Chris Morrison
reviewed some of the other highlights in this
year’s media plan.
In 2011, she said, Go RVing is enjoying exposure with 40 cable TV networks, 28 magazines and 42 websites and search engines.
“Both the staff at RVIA and the Richards
Group are continuously tracking the impact of
the media plan, and we track against three key
measures: impressions, web traffic on GoRVing.com and, of course, the consumer leads that
the ads generate,” she said. “By all these measures, I’m happy to say that the 2011 campaign
is performing very well… We’re going to have
by the end of the year a total of 2.4 billion viewings of our ads by our target audience, and 1.6
billion of those will be among the primary target
families of adults age 30 to 49 with children in
the household and a household income of
$50,000 or more.”
Thanks to a larger per-unit seal assessment, this year’s media spend is somewhat
bigger, with an estimated $10.3 million committed during 2011 versus $8.2 million last
year, and Morrison said the media impact is evident. “Right now,” she noted, “we’re at about
600,000 total visits to the website this year and
at about three million page views. We are
slightly behind last year at the moment, but a
few weeks ago we were 50% ahead. And now
we’re expecting a big jump because our Food
Network cross-platform promotion is going to
be fully kicking in.”
Morrison, at the same time, said that ad
dollars were shifted this year to focus on leadgenerating media.
“We shifted the ad investment somewhat
in 2011 to more lead generating media,” she
explained. “This was by direction of the coalition to help provide the industry with more
qualified prospects during the industry’s recovery. And we have found that the media
plan is doing a good job of targeting people
and that’s shown by our conversion rate this
year. This year, people who are responding to
our online ads are converting to become leads
at a rate of 7%. Last year, it was 3%, so that’s
a nice jump.
“And as a result of our more aggressive
leads generating buy, we posted 70,000 new
leads so far this year. That’s up 26% over last
year at this time.” RVB
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RVIA from page 7

the RVIA and Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association (RVDA) boards approved a new “career
RV associations and organizations from around ladder” proposed by the program’s governing
the globe, in conjunction with the 2013 Florida board and recommended by the RV Service
Training Council (RVSTC). “One path maintains
RV SuperShow in Tampa, Fla.
• Replacing the proprietary seminars con- the existing process of becoming a master cerducted by exhibitors at the National RV Trade tified tech,” Fore said during RVIA’s Annual
Show with more dealer-centric seminar pro- Membership Meeting on June 7, “while the new
approach allows technicians to become certified
grams.
• Increasing the admission price of the Cal- in specific specialties, including body, chassis,
ifornia RV Show from $6 to $10 (children under electrical systems, appliances and plumbing as
17 admitted free) and offering admission dis- they progress along the certification ladder.”
counts from Monday through Thursday to en- (See “Public Domain” on page 57.)
Refocusing RVIA’s Trouble Shooter Clinics:
courage more attendance on those days.
• Permitting exhibitors at the California RV RVIA’s board in its June 9 meeting supported
Show to have up to 20% of their units on dis- the reorganization of RVIA’s Trouble Shooter
Clinics, beginning with the fiscal year 2012
play from the previous model year.
• Providing funding in the amount of sessions. Trouble Shooter Clinic classes will
$25,000 to the RV Safety Education Foundation now be “track-oriented,” where attendees will
in the next fiscal year to support consumer focus on a specific area for several days. These
new tracks are intended to follow along the spesafety education.
• Publishing the 2010 Annual Survey of cialty areas offered through the career ladder. ClinLenders’ Experiences and continuing the re- ics utilizing the new approach will take place Nov.
7-11, 2011, and March 5-8, 2012, at Ivy Tech
search next year.
• Returning to Washington, D.C. next June Community College in Elkhart, Ind. In addition,
for Committee Week 2012 and holding the RVIA’s board approved the development and
funding of a marketing program conducted by
2013 RVIA Annual Meeting in south Florida.
The RVIA Board of Directors also endorsed RVIA and RVDA to increase the number of certithe recommendation of the Go RVing Coalition fied RV technicians and raise the awareness and
to move forward with the 2012 launch of all- value of certification with RV dealers and RV technew national advertising campaign. (See re- nicians.
Newly formed Canadian Coalition Commitlated story on page 7). Production of the
campaign’s advertisements and other collateral tee: The association’s newly formed Canadian
Coalition Committee — and RVIA’s move to rematerials will take place this summer.
quire member manufacturers to place RVIA
seals on all North American products as of
Taking a Closer Look at
June 1 — are key steps in a more coordinated
Committee Week Action
Among the issues considered — and acted on approach for the two countries’ RV industries.
“The Canadian Coalition Committee will work
— during Committee Week were the following:
An Upgrade in Service Technician Training: toward harmonizing U.S. and Canadian RV
With an eye toward increasing the number of standards as well as address other important
technicians eligible to participate in the RVDA- issues that affect the North American RV inRVIA RV Technician Certification Program, both dustry,” Fore explained. “The new RVIA seal requirements simplify the
process for manufacturers
while assuring that Go RVing
Canada receives proper
funding to better promote RV
ownership in Canada.”
Opening Up More Global
Markets: RVIA is working toward the possible adoption
by China of current U.S. RV
standards to allow China’s
market to better develop
through the import of vehiRVIA’s leaders also paused to pay tribute in D.C. to one of their own
cles and components. RVIA, at
— Jim Sheldon, immediate past chairman of RVIA and a Monaco
the same time, is looking into
RV LLC executive who first went to work in 1970 for Fleetwood Enterprises Inc. RVIA Chairman Fore told attendees at a Capitol Hill
the feasibility of providing “disreception that Sheldon (seen here with his wife, Toni) had the esaster products worldwide” and
sential “sense of diplomacy” and “inspired leadership” during his
is working more closely with
2008-2010 chairmanship to help lead the industry through “some
the European associations as
very dark days” in the wake of the global economic meltdown.
RVIA prepares to host an “RV
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World Congress” in 2013.
A Growing Appetite for Destination Camping:
The association is beginning to look at how
destination camping fits into the RV market. As
a result, RVIA and the Recreation Park Trailer Industry Association (RPTIA) recently agreed to

Gregg Fore, RVIA Chairman

form a Destination Camping Alliance in an effort
to find common ground on destination camping,
regardless of product type. “Destination camping has long been viewed as more of a market
for park models,” Fore told the assembled RVIA
leadership. “But in reality, people use both park
models and RVs for this purpose.”
The Status of RVIA’s Shows: Fore cited the
strong demand for exhibit space at RVIA’s upcoming National RV Trade Show and California
RV Show in Pomona as evidence of the industry’s continued recovery. “The National RV Trade
Show remains the industry’s showcase event,”
he said. “I’m pleased to report that the outlook
for both shows is very encouraging… The
Pomona event will be larger this year than last
year, and Louisville will be about the same size.”
More Stringent New Federal CAFÉ Standards: Fore, in closing, addressed federal and
state legislation and rulings that impact the industry and with which RVIA’s Government Affairs Department has been working.
“Today, we have more federal issues that
have a potential impact on our industry than
we’ve ever faced before at one time,” he maintained. “The new federal medium- and heavyduty vehicle CAFÉ greenhouse gas standards
for the first time include pickup trucks with a
GVWR of greater than 8,500 pounds and all
motorhome chassis regardless of GVWR.
“In the past,” he added, “new CAFÉ standards applied only to cars, light trucks and
SUVs. RVIA has (previously) played an important role in making sure that NHTSA took towing into consideration. Our message was
heard, and NHTSA made a number of concessions in setting the newest round of car, light
truck and SUV mile-per-gallon fuel standards.
But this new effort to set standards for
medium- and heavy-duty vehicles is a double
continued on page 14
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RVIA from page 12
whammy, as both NHTSA and EPA are trying
to harmonize a miles-per-gallon standard with
a tailpipe greenhouse gas-emissions level.
“The fight today is much more difficult in an
environment of high fuel prices, turmoil in the
Middle East and no sign of any reasonable national energy policy coming out of Washington.
RVIA has filed comments making a number of
recommendations, one of which would exclude
personal use vehicles such as motorhomes.
But this is an uphill battle.”

THE ECONOMY WAS A GAME-CHANGER.

SO IS NTP.
At NTP, we’re passionate about your success.
Find out why more and more dealers trust
us to deliver the parts and accessories their
customers rely on.
Same-day Shipping On Orders Placed Before 5p.m.
The Industry’s Highest Fill Rate
Unmatched Store Set Programs
The Industry’s Most Extensive Wholesale Catalog
Cutting-edge Inventory Management Programs
Order Entry Flexibility
Custom Dealer Starter Kits
Technical Support

WWW.NTPDISTRIBUTION.COM
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Sen. Lugar Hails Rebound
Of the U.S. RV Industry
With Congress in a grip over budgetary issues, don’t expect serious legislative action on
much of anything for the time being, Indiana
Sen. Richard “Dick” Lugar told industry leaders
during a June 6 reception at the U.S. Capitol.
The remarks by Lugar, who, if reelected, is
likely to become President Pro Tem of the Senate,
provided one of the highlights of an evening that
also included a private tour of the U.S. Capitol.
“We’re impressed with the tremendous vitality and strength that the recreational vehicle
industry brings to our state,” added Lugar. “Depending upon which year you calculate the statistics,” he noted, “at least 79% of the nation’s
RVs are produced in Indiana. So, it’s a tremendously important part of our manufacturing
base and, likewise, a creative base with regard
to the automotive industry and vehicles in particular. But it’s a base that has, at least throughout the years that I’ve served in Congress,
always had potential problems with regulations
and overregulation as well as tariffs and trade
because this is an industry that has an international focus both in terms of imported parts
and exported products.”
RVIA Analyst Curtin Posts
Positive Two-Year Forecasts
The recreation vehicle (RV) industry’s shipments are expected to total 260,200 units in
2011, a gain of 7.4% percent above the 2010
total of 242,300. According to a new forecast
by RV industry analyst Richard Curtin, released
at the RVIA’s Annual Membership Luncheon,
shipments will rise to 270,900 units in 2012, a
gain of 3.9% from the projected total for 2011.
The positive RV outlook is based on favorable economic factors that outweigh the negative, according to Curtin. Credit is now more
available while jobs and incomes are increasing
and household wealth has improved. The enduring strength of the RV lifestyle means that
the industry will succeed in this difficult economic environment, he noted, adding that new
demographic data show that the number of RVowning households has grown to a new peak
of 8.9 million households. RVB
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■ BY TOM WA LWORTH & SCOT T ST ROPK AI

Be Aware of Your Market — and What Sells There

ON THE LOT WITH

TOM&SCOTT

“

A

If You Are Not Paying Attention to the Product Mix and Price
Points That Are Moving in Your Market You Are Missing
Opportunities to Increase Turns — and, in Many Cases, May
be Putting Product on Your Lot That is Going to Be With You
for a Long Time.

s we move further along past the
great recession it has become increasingly imperative for dealers
to be acutely aware of the buying habits
consumers have in their local market.
Knowing the facts behind local markets
can enable dealers to stock the right selection of RVs at the right price points.
In many cases, having the proper mix of
RVs at the right price points on a lot can
reduce inventory while increasing turns.
A few years ago we received a phone
call in July from a dealer in northern Michigan. The dealer explained that he had purchased two “gorgeous” Class A diesel
motorhomes at the previous year’s National RV Trade Show in Louisville and had
received an outstanding deal on the
coaches. The frustrated dealer then went
on to explain that customer interest in
these motorhomes in his local market had
been minimal at best. After hearing his
story we went and pulled some stats and
let him know that a grand total of five Class
A diesels had been sold all of the previous
year in his market — and he now had two
sitting on his lot. When we gave the dealer
the facts on his local market it sounded as
if his jaw dropped to the floor. We checked
back with him a year later and he had managed to sell both units — at a substantial
loss. “Those were the most expensive RVs
I ever purchased,” he told us.
While this may be an extreme example
of a dealer putting the wrong product on
his lot, if you are not paying attention to the
product mix and price points that are moving in your market you are missing opportunities to increase turns — and, in many
cases, may be putting product on your lot
that is going to be with you for a long time.
There are a number of factors that a

dealer can control when purchasing product, including the type, manufacturer,
model, length and price point of the RV.
The dealer must be aware of the fact that
these variables change drastically by geographic market.
For example, when looking at the effect
of price points for travel trailers in Texas
(and this applies to all states) you see stark
differences in the
buying habits of consumers. What products are selling in
Galveston may not be
selling in Austin. As a
dealer, keeping on
top of trends in your
market is how you
can not only survive
in any type of market
— but thrive. The
largest retail-volume
BTAs (Basic Trading
Areas)* in Texas are
Houston, Dallas and
San Antonio — and
each has a different story to tell. The accompanying chart shows total travel trailer
sales in Texas along with the top two price
points. The No. 2 selling price point in the
state of Texas for the last 12 months
(March 2011-April 2010) was $20,00125,000 with 3,145 retail registrations occurring during that time period — a 14.2%
increase from the previous 12 months. In
Dallas, the same price point registrations
increased by 23.72%; Houston saw a 4.5%
increase; and San Antonio experienced a
36.29% increase. While all three BTAs experienced growth in that price point, it is
clearly San Antonio that has seen the
largest jump. The difference in growth
All

”

between Houston and San Antonio in this
particular price point is more than 30%. As
a dealer, if you’re not looking at local
trends — or you assume you know what is
going on — chances are you may be missing opportunities. If we were to dig deeper
into each BTA and add more points we
would see even more opportunity to stock
the right-priced product.

$15001-2000

$20001-25000

As you can see in the above example, if
a dealer does not understand his or her
market they may purchase the wrong product. In order to correct this error they will
have to offer a deep discount to liquidate
the unit — similar to the Michigan example. Dealers can eliminate this cost by
stocking what sells in their market.
As consumers of RVs continue to
change, it's essential for a healthy dealership to have the right selection of RVs
at the right prices to maximize sales and
decrease stale inventory. RVB
*A Basic Trading Area (BTA) in the United States is a geographic region defined originally in the Rand McNally Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide. The BTA consists of
those counties surrounding a city designated as the basic trading center.

Tom Walworth, president of Statistical Surveys, is a 33-year veteran of the Grand Rapids, Mich.-based firm. Scott Stropkai is the company’s
national sales manger for RVs. Statistical Surveys tracks retail RV sales nationwide in 49 states, producing market share information (available by
subscription) for manufacturer, model, state, basic training area (BTA), county, city, zip code and dealer.
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■ BY DAVID SPADER & JOHN SPADER

Building Bench Strength – How Is Yours?

SPADER
REPORT

“

N

Recent Research Suggests That Less Than 35% of Companies Are
Good at Identifying Capable Leaders Early in Their Careers. In
Order to Better Select Those Who Have Future Potential, We First
Suggest Evaluating Them in Three Areas. This is Important Because in a World of Limited Resources You Must Choose Wisely.

ow that some stability has come back
to the industry, many owners are
starting to look ahead and ask two
questions: “How do I get out of the dealership and turn over responsibility to the next
generation of family?”; and/or, “How do we
get back into a sustainable growth (or stability) mode that is driven by leaders and
managers other than myself?”
At several recent 20 Group meetings
we asked the senior managers and owners
where they wanted their organizations and
themselves to be in 3 to 5 years. The overwhelming answer was, “a stronger business with more time off and less
involvement in the day-to-day operations.”
If you feel the same, then the key question to be asking is: “How strong is our
bench?” It’s a question that is easy to miss
during the day-to-day firefighting that engulfs most dealerships. However, what
you are doing now to nurture your future
leaders will: (1) determine how quickly
and strongly they grow; (2) dramatically
affect the growth of your business; and,
(3) significantly affect your succession
planning process.
So given what you are doing today, how
well are you growing your next level of
leaders? Stop and seriously answer that
question before going on.
One of the toughest questions when
looking for the future leaders in your
dealership is: “How do we determine
which employees are best suited for leadership roles?” This is a critical first step,
since recent research suggests that less
than 35% of companies are good at identifying capable leaders early in their careers. In order to better select those who
have future potential, we first suggest
evaluating them in three areas. This is
important because in a world of limited

resources you must choose wisely.
Selection Criteria #1 — Culture Fit
First, your future bench needs to
demonstrate a strong culture fit. The people you select to strengthen your leadership bench should be models of the values
and behaviors that are critical to the success of your dealership. If they don’t
model these behaviors now, what makes
you think they will do so when they have
more influence, power and control? (This
is especially true for family!) For example,
if you most value integrity, then the employees you develop should be individuals
that already demonstrate their integrity on
a daily basis.
Don’t think that promoting a high-producing salesperson or technician who operates in gray areas of integrity will get
better in a management position just because they are good at hitting their numbers. Great individual performers are often
not great leaders. As much as 70% of the
environment and culture in your department or dealership is directly shaped
by the actions of the leader. Therefore,
it’s critical that you build your bench with
employees that are models of the values
and behaviors before they get into more
significant roles.
Selection Criteria #2 — Performance Fit
The second criteria for developing your
bench is performance fit. This means making sure the employee has the right set of
capabilities and motivations to perform at
a high level. When considering performance fit, remember that the best predictor
of future behavior is past behavior in similar situations. Is the person a team player
even when they don’t directly benefit — or
do they look out for No. 1, especially under

”

stress or pressure? Are they someone who
is open to new ways of doing things — or
does it always have to be their way?
Do they consistently find ways to achieve
results even when faced with obstacles —
or do they tend to point their finger
at others?
One tool we often use when helping
dealers is called the Talent Balance Sheet.
It is created by assessing high-potential
employees through a series of capability
and motivation assessments. This gives
the dealer a balance sheet of the key
motivations and capabilities needed to
aid in deciding whom to promote and
develop. Dealers who do this are significantly ahead of others when growing
their businesses as well as the succession
planning process.
Selection Criteria #3 — Satisfaction Fit
The last of the three criteria is satisfaction fit. A few of the important questions
to determine satisfaction fit are: Will they
be truly passionate about their new role?
Will they enjoy the new responsibilities of
leadership more than the rights and authority it gives them? Will they be energized by the type of work they will be
required to do on a daily basis?
These three fits are extremely critical
in selecting and developing the right
bench. When we are conducting our Leadership Development Programs, we are
constantly reminded of the power of this
process. Putting the right people in the
right seats is critical for both the organization and the fulfillment of its people.
Using these three fits in coordination with
360-degree feedback tools, coaching, mentoring and other development activities
can build a bench that will definitely be
ready when the time comes. RVB

An author, consultant and instructor, John Spader has worked with a host of individual companies (most frequently retail dealerships) in a variety of industries. Spader Business Management — and the network of 20 Groups for which it has largely become known — blends statistical analysis and hands-on coaching and consulting to assist clients in formulating
proven business plans and increasing revenues. David Spader is a trainer and consultant for Spader Business Management. Comments or suggestions can be sent to: articles@spader.com.
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■ BY CRAIG KENNISON

How Analysts ‘Grade’ Publicly Traded RV Companies

RV BUSINESS

GUESTVIEW

“

S

The Companies That Went Into the Recession With a Strong
Balance Sheet Survived to Serve the Next Generation … The
Downturn Wasn’t Fun for Investors — But the Last Couple
Years Have Been Good to the Survivors.

o, you love traveling the country
in your RV. You may even love the
company that made it. The question for professional investors is —
should you love the stocks behind the
companies behind the RVs? It is our
job at Robert W. Baird & Co. to answer
that question. Here is how we attempt
to do it.
First, we’re not here to tell you what
stocks to buy today — you should consult your investment advisor to determine the optimal portfolio for you
money. Rather, RVBusiness publisher
Sherman Goldenberg asked me to provide some insight on the RV industry
from an investor’s perspective.
There are a number of public companies with interest in the RV industry.
Thor Industries Inc. and Winnebago Industries Inc. are the best known, but
chances are high that the RV your customers are driving today has more than
a few components made by Drew Industries Inc., a major supplier to manufacturers. Coast Distribution System Inc.
supplies dealers. Navistar Inc. now
owns Monaco RV LLC. Berkshire Hathaway (Warren Buffet’s firm) owns Forest River Inc. And the list goes on.
So, how do we determine what
we like?
It starts with dealers. Dealers are
the first to know what is working —
and what isn’t. We connect with well
over 100 dealers every few months —
and have done so for years. I can tell
you that RV dealers are a different
breed. They are in it for the right reasons, and those that survived the recent
economic downturn did it by taking

care of their customers, one by one. So
if we want to know what RV consumers
are thinking these days, we’ll ask a
dealer and get a genuine feel for the
mood of the RV consumer (by the way,
it’s good news — things are getting a
little better every day, we’re told). We
also talk to ATV dealers, lawn and garden dealers, snowmobile dealers, golf
dealers and motorcycle dealers. If they
were in it strictly for the money, they
might do something else — but these
people are passionate about the
lifestyle, which makes all the difference.
Then we talk to managers. Executives from Thor and Winnebago recently
presented at a Baird investment conference. What stands out most is that the
companies that went into the recession
with a strong balance sheet survived
to serve the next generation. Today,
both companies are taking market
share — because customers know
they’ll be around.
Dealers know their inventory has
value. And lenders trust that inventory
as collateral.
The downturn wasn’t fun for investors — but the last couple years
have been good to the survivors.
Then we talk to investors. Most professional investors want to know how
the next cycle will unfold. Take the motorhome segment, for example. According to the Recreation Vehicle Industry
Association (RVIA), manufacturers
shipped 23,600 motorhomes in 2010,
nearly double what was shipped in
2009 — but down 66% from the peak
of 69,300 in 2004. During the last 22

”

years, manufacturers annually shipped
49,000 motorhomes on average. So the
question is: Where will the next cycle
peak — and how much will each company earn as that cycle unfolds?
Today, the “line in the sand” for most
investors is around 35,000-40,000 motorhomes. Anything at or above that
during the next couple of years — or an
equivalent recovery in towables — and
many investors think the stocks will
work. Where are we today? We look to
be on pace to ship 25,200 Class A and

“

During the Last 22 years,
RV Manufacturers Annually
Shipped 49,000 Motorhomes
On Average. So the Question
Is: Where Will the Next
Cycle Peak – and How Much
Will Each Company Earn as
That Cycle Unfolds?

”

Class C motorhomes in 2011, according
to RVIA. Beyond that, it depends on the
consumer and a few thousand of their
friends. Are there new features they
crave? Do they feel better about the
economy? Is their 401K coming back?
Will their bank lend money again?
Ironically, while consumers look to
their financial advisors to help them answer questions about how to manage
their money, professional investors are
looking to consumers for answers for
how they plan to spend it. RVB

Craig Kennison covers recreation products for Robert W. Baird & Co. Kennison earned a BA in Economics, English and Philosophy, and an MBA
in Finance, from the University of Wisconsin, where he is an alumnus of the Applied Security Analysis Program. He was named among the “Best
on the Street” by the Wall Street Journal for his stock selections in 2010. Kennison is also the Director of Research Operations at Baird.
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Fact:

SCR Is Clearly
Better.
Better MPG Is
Just The Start.

You Deserve Better. Every™ Motorhome.
Fact: Cummins ISB6.7, ISC8.3 and ISL9 engines with SCR deliver higher horsepower with
greater torque for better performance. Fact: Fuel economy is better than before, which means
lower greenhouse gas emissions. Fact: Our SCR technology has proven reliability – with over
100,000 EPA 2010 engines produced and shipped in North America. Fact: Cummins delivers
better support, with the largest parts and service network in North America.
Get all the facts at cumminsengines.com, and see for yourself why
Cummins-powered motorhomes are clearly better. In every way.
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■ BY LINDA PROFAIZER

More RV Parks Adding Park Models, Cabins

RV BUSINESS

GUESTVIEW

“

W

On-Site Rentals Continue to be a Growing Profit Area for
RV Parks and Campgrounds. It Will Still Take a While for the
Non-Camping Public to Realize the Great Vacation Opportunities Available to Them in Our Parks, but There is Increased
Interest. And as More Non-Campers Give the Parks a Try, the
Word Will Spread.

hile the RV industry as a whole
has gone through a rough patch
the past few years — but looks
to be rebounding in a big way — the
campground sector weathered the storm
in better shape. In fact, many campground organizations were reporting an
upswing in visitors at the same time
many RV OEMs were reporting a sales
drop-off.
Why?
Well, one big reason was that RVers
were doubtless holding onto their older
travel trailers, fifth-wheels and motorhomes. But there’s also another answer:
The public may finally be waking up to
the existence of onsite accommodations
in our nation’s RV parks and campgrounds. Put simply, in a growing number of outdoor locations it’s no longer
necessary to own or rent an RV in order
to enjoy the Great Outdoors.
Of course, this trend has not been
overlooked by our nation’s public parks.
I receive news feeds daily that talk about
the cabins, park trailers and yurts that
are being placed at state, national
and county parks. Why is this happening? Because the demand is there. The
public sector has done some feasibility
studies indicating that onsite rentals
are important to their customers and
would fill a revenue-generating void.
And they are not adding bare-bones
accommodations.
Oregon state parks, for example recently added deluxe cabins — onsite
units that offer campers bathrooms (including a shower), living room with a
futon, bedroom, dining table and chairs
plus an entertainment cabinet with a TV
and DVD. Industry PR consultant Jeff
Crider also reported recently that several

county parks in California are adding
park models to their camping mix.
Even national parks are beefing up
their park model presence, with 25 park
model cabins being delivered to Lassen
National Park.
Statistics from the National Association of RV Parks & Campgrounds
(ARVC) showed that about 33% of their
membership currently has some form of
onsite rental — whether recreational
park trailer (park models), teepees,
yurts, tents, or trailers.
It behooves park owners to add a few
park trailers or some other type of onsite
rental accommodation to the mix of sites
in their park.
• You can recognize potentially more
income per site for an onsite rental vs. a
transient site. Kampgrounds of America
estimates that park model rental income
is three times that of a typical site rental.
• The opportunity to expand your
market to non-RV owner families. Onsite
rentals can provide a cost-efficient vacation, and that’s one thing the traveling
public is looking for. With the instability
of gas prices, people are going to look to
staying closer to home — so have something to offer to that market.
• Areas not suitable for RVs in your
park may better accommodate one of a
variety of onsite rentals.
Adding onsite rentals to the mix of
sites in your park also enables you to not
be solely dependent on RV owners or tenters. Even some RV owners might consider leaving their RVs at home due to
the higher gas prices and choose to drive
and stay in an onsite rental for a change.
Plus, having a mix of accommodations in your park can also add variety
and interest. I have visited parks that

”

have some unusual onsite accommodations — from tree houses to an English
double-decker bus, a caboose, etc. —
which makes their park stand out. LakeIn-Wood Campground in Narvon, Penn.,
offers at least 19 “unique rentals” including the aforementioned tree house and
double-decker bus, and even a shipwreck. All very unusual — and all add to
the uniqueness of Klass Bakker’s park.
I’ve also seen some beautiful recreational park trailers that really add to a
park’s ambiance. And, I’ve had the experience of spending a few nights in a yurt,
which exceeded many of the hotel rooms
I’ve stayed in. The yurts were recently
added to the mix of accommodations at
Normandy Farms Family Camping Resort in Foxboro, Mass., owned by the
Daniels family. They have a great
kitchen, separate bedroom, bathroom,
air-conditioning, huge surround deck
with grill, table and chairs and a flatscreen TV.
Payback on park models or other
rental accommodations is usually two to
three years, though some park owners
are recognizing positive income in less
time.
Of course, just adding some rentals to
your mix of sites isn’t enough. You still
have to promote that you have these
rentals. Many state associations now
have websites that promote your rentals
as does ARVC, Woodall’s and Trailer Life
magazine. Onsite rentals continue to be
a growing profit area for RV parks and
campgrounds. It will still take a while for
the non-camping public to realize the
great vacation opportunities available to
them in our parks, but there is increased
interest. And as more non-campers give
the parks a try, the word will spread. RVB

Linda Profaizer, a Colorado resident and immediate past-president of ARVC, can be contacted at lprofaizer27@gmail.com. Having stepped away
from her ARVC duties at the end of 2010, she welcomes input on topics of importance to campground owners.
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OCTOBER 3-7, Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas

2011 SPONSORS

Visit
www.rvda.org
for more
information
and to
register.

Don’t get left
behind… it’s time to
seize the opportunities
that are all around us
and make plans to attend
the RV Dealers International
Convention/Expo. This year’s
convention is packed with
all-new educational super
sessions designed to
help you take charge
of your dealership’s
destiny today!

STILL OPEN

At the 2011
RV Dealers
International
Convention/Expo
you’ll find:
Cost-effective ways to reach
new customers through new
technology and social media
New ways to create value and
customer loyalty for your dealership
The latest on industry trends and
the outlook for financing
A full range of exhibitors looking to
form profitable partnerships

STILL OPEN

Important dealer-manufacturer
meetings for many RV brands
Time to network with your
industry colleagues
Brought to you by RVDA, RVDA of Canada, and the RV Learning Center. Watch your e-mail for more details!
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NEWS inFOCUS

KZ RV Inc.

KZ RV Inc. Hosts Retailers at Northern Indiana OEM’s
39th Annual Dealer Open House Event in Shipshewana
The Agenda Included a Social Hour at a Middlebury, Ind., Restaurant, a
Casino Trip, an Awards Brunch and a Dinner at the Popular Essenhaus
Conference Center — at Which Emmy-Award-Winning Journalist and Author Don Teague Gave Stirring Comments About Iraqi Experiences.
I PHOTO BY MARK SHEPHARD
Personnel from about 70 dealerships attended KZ RV’s 39th annual spring Dealer Open House, which included an awards brunch at the popular Das Dutchman Essenhaus Conference Center in Middlebury, Ind.

hipshewana, Ind.-based towable manufacturer KZ RV
Inc. held its 39th Annual Dealer Open House May 1316 with about 70 dealerships — 130 total personnel —
in attendance at the company’s home plant in northern Indiana’s rural Amishland.
The agenda included a social hour at a Middlebury, Ind.,
restaurant, a casino trip, an awards brunch and a dinner at
the popular Das Dutchman Essenhaus Conference Center
at which Emmy-award-winning journalist and author Don
Teague spoke. A CBS news correspondent and author,
Teague provided a stirring presentation on his experiences
in the Iraqi War and, subsequently, as his family helped a
young Iraqi translator emigrate to the U.S.
KZ Vice President of Sales and Marketing Andy Baer
said the company also showed new versions of its light-

S

Spree Super Lite 321BHS

weight Spree Escape travel trailer, a line designed for couples and smaller families that’s now available with slideouts
in three 3,500-pound GVWR models. KZ also showed some
more upscale interiors on its higher-priced Inferno toy hauler
J U L Y / A U G U S T
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“All in all, the
spring’s a tough time
to do an open house,”
said Baer. “Everybody’s
very busy, especially
with the delayed season this year. The
weather’s not been on
our side, overall. But
we had a good attendance, introducing a lot
of new and updated
products, new floorDealers got their first look at KZ RV’s 2012 lineup at the company’s
plans, graphics and inShipshewana, Ind., headquarters.
teriors as well as some
lineup, and the northern Indiana RV new light-weight product.
builder also unveiled its first 40th an“While we planned this a long time
niversary floorplan in a Durango 2500.
ago,” he added, “next year, it remains to
All in all, said Baer — who co-hosted be seen whether we make that
the awards brunch with KZ President changeover into the fall or not. As long
Daryl Zook and Vice President of Corpo- as we can keep attendance at this level,
rate Delbert Miller — the open house went it’s working for us. It’s just been a tradiwell, even though KZ is among a dwin- tion with us that we’ve been cautious
dling number of companies still holding about changing. We want to do what’s
dealer functions in the spring in an era best for our dealers, and if it works best
when more firms are participating in Sep- for fall, then that’s the direction that
tember’s emerging Open House Week.
we’ll go.” RVB

KZ Honors Top Dealers
The top overall dealers recognized by KZ, which was started by Zook in
1972 in a small gas station north of nearby Middlebury, were as follows:
No. 1 2011 U.S. Dealer:
• Humphrey RV & Trailer, Grand Junction, Co.

• Bill Plemmons RV World, Rural Hall, N.C.
• Kamper City, Peninsula, Ohio

No. 1 2011 Canadian Dealer:
• Niagara Trailers, St. Davids, Ontario

Top 2010 North Eastern Region:
• Family Camping Outlet, Pottstown, Pa.
• VR Steve Driver, St. Luc, Quebec
• Harvey RVs, Bangor, Me.
• Garcin’s RV, Pasadena, Newfoundland
• Beckley’s Camping Center, Thurmont, Md.

KZ’s Top National Dealers for 2010:
• Trailblazer RV Centre Ltd., Nisku, Alberta
• Terry Vaughn RV, Spring, Texas
• Terry Vaughn RV, Alvin, Texas
• Minards Leisure World, Weyburn,
Saskatchewan
• United RV Sales, Las Cruces, N.M.
• Pine Acres RV, Moncton, New Brunswick
• Veurinks RV Center, Grand Rapids, Mich.
• Bucars RV Centre, Balzac, Alberta
• King’s Campers, Wausau, Wis.
• Autorama RV Center, Des Moines, Iowa
Top 2010 Mid-Central Region:
• Apache Camper Center, Bellevue, Neb.
• Success RV, Watrous, Saskatchewan
• M&M Camping Center, Trenton, Mich.
• Krenek RV Center, Coloma, Mich.
• Jerry’s Trailers & Campers, Norfolk, Neb.
Top 2010 South Eastern Region:
• Opelika RV Center, Opelika, Ala.
• Arrow RV, Clearwater, Fla.
• Tradewinds RV, Ocala, Fla
26
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Top 2010 South Western Region:
• Bell Camper Sales, Bartlesville, Okla.
• McClain’s RV, Oklahoma City, Okla.
• Family Camping Service Center, Amarillo, Tex.
• Athens RV Sales, Athens, Texas
• McClain’s RV, Fort Worth, Texas
Top 2010 South Central Region:
• Gauthiers RV Center, Scott, La.
• Berryland Campers, Ponchatoula, La.
• Braun’s Fun Time Campers, Indianapolis, Ind.
• The RV Center, Columbia City, Ind.
• McClain’s RV, Little Rock, Ark.
Top 2010 North Western Region:
• Ketelsen Campers, Wheat Ridge, Col.
• Riverwood RV, Mandan, N.D.
• Okanagan Travel Land, Summerland, B.C.
• Get-Away RV Center, Abbotsford, B.C.
• Toscano RV Center, Los Banos, Calif.
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NEWS inFOCUS

RVNN.TV

Ahead of the Game in Terms of Cutting-Edge Technology,
RVNN.TV Brings New Media Revolution to RV Marketplace
“It’s a First in the RV Industry — a Multi-Layered Marketing Channel
That is Actually ‘Two –Way TV’ Using Familiar Tools Such as Text Messaging and Skype,” Said RVNN.TV’s Andy McCaskey, “and it’s Fully
Integrated With Social Media Such as Twitter and Facebook.”
lkhart, Ind.-based RV News Net
(RVNN.TV), launched in January,
currently generates 12 recreational vehicle-oriented TV shows for
Internet distribution. In addition to traditional website and podcast distribution, RVNN’s shows are delivered via
“over-the-top” (OTT) Internet TV systems, including Roku, Boxee and Apple
TV, as well as mobile devices such as
iPad.
RVNN.TV (http://RVNN.TV) is advertiser-supported, offering viewers a
broad range of trade and consumer
RV-related content, largely in a breezy,
informal style, according to Andy McCaskey, managing director of the network. “RVNN is casual TV, not highly
produced, but the trade-off is a closer
relationship with our audience, more
immediacy and a higher level of involvement that translates into a more
productive marketing channel for adRVNN.TV’s Elkhart-based staff (L-R) includes Creative Director Dave Dufour, Marketing Director
vertisers,” said McCaskey.
Angie Kearns, Producer Courtney Wallin and Managing Director Andy McCaskey.
“It’s a first in the RV industry — a
multi-layered marketing channel that is
actually ‘two–way TV’ using familiar tools such as text mes- Network. “And, of course, then they can also send the consaging and Skype,” he added. “And it’s fully integrated with tent to us that we’ll receive before they’re on the show. So,
social media such as Twitter and Facebook. With RVNN.TV, you have this live component and the recorded component
marketers can reach audiences more proactively in ways that’s already been sent to us. And that’s combined, then,
people want to be reached. RVNN.TV is an exciting, in an interactive way.”
cost-effective communications channel to reach the
Skype basically looks much like any remote TV broadRV enthusiast.”
cast, said Dufour, and is used by a lot of podcasters and a
RVNN.TV programs are produced at the network’s lot of media people.
studio in Elkhart, using both local talent and guests, many
“You’ll see it on NBC or CNN because it’s so easy and
of whom join the shows via Skype.
convenient and requires little setup,” noted McCaskey,
“Most of our shows are geared toward discovering and adding that RVNN.TV has been originating a regular hourenjoying the fun and adventure aspects of RVing,” said long daily podcast that they’ve been streaming so that
Dave Dufour, a former hobby podcaster who is RVNN.TV’s people at home can essentially watch them work and
creative director and serves as a co-host for several record the different shows.
network shows. “We want to be evangelists for the RV
In addition to a new “RV Capital Report” show on which
lifestyle and build a community of viewers who contribute RVBusiness Publisher Sherman Goldenberg serves as a
co-host with a variety of guest interviewees, the current
as much to the network as they get from it.”
“A number of our show hosts are full-time RVers, and so slate of programs includes:
• “Ask The Professor” — Texas RV Professor Terry
what we’re able to do is bring them in on Skype, which becomes the equivalent of another camera in our system,” Cooper provides a weekly call-in show on every facet of
added McCaskey, a six-year veteran on the Tech Podcast do-it-yourself RV maintenance.

E
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• “Tails from the Road” — Veterinarian Dr. Jill Windy shows RVers how to
keep their furry four-footed traveling
companions healthy and safe at home
as well as on the road.
• “What’s Wrong with This Picture?”
— Professional photographer Dennis
Guillaume focuses on how to shoot
and organize better photos of RVing
adventures.
• “History on Wheels” — A peek at
vintage camping and RVing at The
RV/MH Hall of Fame facility in
Elkhart.
• “Show Spot” — An interview series recorded at industry and lifestyle
trade shows and rallies, such as
RVIA’s National RV Trade Show and
other events.
• “Close Up” — A product-focused
show including RV unit walkarounds
and inside interviews.
• “RVing for Good” — Delbert and
Linda Shrock and others use their
fifth-wheel as a base camp for field
Mission Work at sites around the
country — keeping them involved
in a meaningful, active retirement
lifestyle.
• “RV Kitchen” — Award-winning
author Evada Cooper’s insight into the
home economics of running a full time
household and kitchen from an RV.
• “GadgetPlex” — Former Hewlett-

Podcasts: A Strange New
World for Many of Us
Podcasts, for the uninitiated, are really
nothing more than audio or video programs
delivered via the Internet, according to
RVNN.TV’s Creative Director Dave Dufour.
“What makes them podcasts,” said
Dufour, a former hobby podcaster and ad
agency exec, “is a technology that makes
subscribing to regular episodes of these
programs possible. Subscribing usually
involves a program such as iTunes that
will automatically check a regularly updated list of current episodes. This list
is called an ‘RSS feed’ and adds new
shows to a smartphone or computer for
later viewing.”
Similar to the daily headline news feed
for the RVBUSINESS.com website that’s
distributed to thousands of RV industry
observers, added Dufour, podcast feeds
just add audio or video content. RVNN
feeds are also available to Roku, etc.,
which is what makes the Over-the-Top
(OTT) TV available.
Tune in to those vocabulary words in
the next episode
30
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Packard execs and software engineers Phil and Tracy May, entering
their fourth year as fulltime RVers,
host an interactive show on consumer
electronics gadgets and troubleshooting.
• “Geocaching World” — Focusing
on fun, Geocaching expert Andy
“HeadHardHat” Smith provides tips,
encouragement and more than a few
laughs with a hobby that’s become increasingly popular with RVers across
the country.
• “J-Tribe” — Youth minister, musician and videographer Jerimae Yoder
shares his adventures traveling with
wife and four kids for a summer in an
RV while on tour with a rock music and
youth outreach program.
In addition, there’s “RVNN Live,” a
daily live streamed show (view at
http://www.rvnn.tv and click on the live
button), giving viewers a behindthe-scenes look at what’s going on
at RVNN, along with news, conversation and sneak previews of upcoming
shows. Viewers can provide feedback
and ask questions from the live
chatroom and, on occasion, join in
via webcam.
So, where, for the Internet novice,
can one actually find an RVNN.TV
show?
“You can find our shows on the
website itself — RVNN.TV,” said Dufour. “You can also watch them on
iTunes and download them as regular
podcasts that you would see on
iTunes. One of the exciting aspects, of
course, is to be able to watch it on
what we call over-the-top television,
which is new internet-capable television — the same technology that
brings you Netflix, MLB Baseball, etc.,
to your television. We are on that as
well. Roku, Boxee and Apple TV. We’ll
also be on Samsung soon.”
Revenues, again, come from advertising in and between shows. “We’re
trying to build advertising relationships
not only related to a specific show and
content, but the fact that we have ongoing content that’s available and
streaming — selected shows, portions
of shows, shows that are fully produced and ready for distribution and
those that are in the production
process at some point,” Dufour noted.
“And then there are a lot of outtakes
and a lot of interaction because what
we’re trying to do is to move it from the
traditional presenter/glass-wall audience. What we’re trying to do is make
it two-way television so that it’s far
more interactive.” RVB
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Every year our
competitors add a
few accessories, but
they have the same
old look.

Come see us at the RV Hall of Fame, September 20 - 22.
We will have 70 units on display!
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NEWS inFOCUS

AIRSTREAM, INC.

Airstream Revives Annual Dealer Meeting,
Showcases New 2012 Products in Columbus
“This was Our First Meeting for All Our Dealers Since 2007 Due to the
Economic Climate,” Said Airstream President Bob Wheeler. “We Do a
Very Good Job of Staying in Touch and Communicating with Our Dealer
Body, But it Was Nice to Have Everybody in the Same Room.” Program
Also Included a Tribute to Outgoing Chairman Larry Huttle.
I BY DAVE BARBULESCO
the last two years, but this was our first
meeting for all our dealers since 2007
due to the economic climate,” he said.
“We do a very good job of staying in
touch and communicating with our
dealer body, but it was nice to have
everybody in the same room.”
A primary focus during the council
session was to review and analyze results of an extensive survey sent out to
a broad cross-section of participants
delving into the reasons why consumers decided against purchasing an
Airstream product.
“The central topic of the survey was
looking at people that were interested
in Airstream that ended up not buying
the product,” Wheeler said. “We were
The dealer meeting included a tribute to outgoing Airstream Chairman Larry Huttle, a popular industry interested in knowing why they didn’t
executive who once worked for Winnebago. “He’s not retiring right away,” noted Bob Wheeler, com- buy and where they ultimately spent
pany president, “but this is the last time he will be in front of the collective dealer body.”
their money. It provided some fantastic
information — some things we knew,
rmed with a fast-paced, ambitious agenda, Airstream and some we didn’t. The potential impact is across the board,
Inc. gathered with its dealer body May 22-23 at the through every aspect of our business. And it certainly proHilton Columbus at Easton in Columbus, Ohio, offering vided some lively discussion with our dealers.”
attendees a comprehensive overview of 2012 product while
During the main dealer meeting, the spotlight was on new
also providing an interactive forum to plan and strategize for product. Highlights for the 2012 lineup include:
the year ahead.
• Airstream unveiled a 25-foot rear-bedroom floorplan in
Nearly 100 dealership personnel attended the slate its Flying Cloud and International trailer lines that was the reof meetings, representing about two dozen dealerships sult of “a collaboration with the entire dealer body,” according
nationwide.
to Wheeler. The platform is the shortest trailer still offering
“It was actually two meetings in one,” said Bob Wheeler, “preferred features” such as a walk-around queen bed, split
president of the Thor Industries Inc. subsidiary based in Jack- bath with a separate water closet and ample wardrobe and
son Center, Ohio. “We had a preliminary meeting on Sunday pantry storage. It also features both a microwave and oven in
with our Airstream Dealer Council — our top 12 dealers na- the kitchen and an L-lounge dinette seating area that can
tionwide. That’s a roundtable meeting where we discuss a lot also sleep up to three people.
of business issues and there’s great back-and-forth and real
• The company debuted a new “two-seater floorplan” in its
decision-making, using the input of the group.
Class B Touring Coach lineup consisting of the Interstate built
“Monday was the main dealer meeting, which included our on the Mercedes-Benz diesel platform and the Chevy-based,
entire dealer body, that gave us a chance for us to talk about gas-fueled Avenue. The floorplan, which features two capthings that have happened this past year and things we have tain’s chairs in the front versus four, allows for more storage
planned for the coming year.”
and a larger, best-in-class bed. Seating for three is still availWheeler noted that the event represented a revival of able in the rear of the coach along with a lounge area. AcAirstream’s full dealer meeting. “We had our Dealer Council cording to Wheeler, Airstream is expecting the layout to

A
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Airstream Fetes Top Dealers
Airstream’s dealer meeting also afforded the Jackson Center, Ohio-based OEM the opportunity
to present awards to its top-selling retailers.
• Colonial Airstream, Lakewood, N.J., swept
all categories, ranking as the top retailer in trailers,
motorhomes and overall sales.
Rounding out the Top Five for trailer sales were:
• Airstream Adventures Northwest,
Milwaukie, Ore.
• Bates RV, Dover, Fla.
• George M Sutton RV, Eugene, Ore.
• Toscano Recreation, Los Banos, Calif.
The Top Five Class B motorhome dealers
included:
• Bates RV
• Schumacher European, Phoenix, Ariz.
• Toscano Recreation
• Safford RV, Thornburg, Va., (tie)
• Vogt Motor Homes, Fort Worth, Texas. (tie)

Airstream has upgraded amenities in its trailers for 2012, including the addition of Blu Ray DVD
players in all trailers; upgraded LED 26-inch TV in larger trailer floorplans; two integrated televisions that can be controlled anywhere in the unit; dimmer switches on LED interior lighting throughout; Blue Tooth connectivity for stereo systems; and porcelain toilets.

become its dominant floorplan.
• Several new features have been
added for 2012, including: Blu Ray DVD
players in all trailers; upgraded LED 26inch TV in larger trailer floorplans; two
integrated televisions that can be controlled anywhere in the unit; dimmer
switches on LED interior lighting
throughout; Blue Tooth connectivity for
stereo systems; and porcelain toilets.
Following the general meeting, dealers had the opportunity to attend breakout sessions with several of Airstream’s

key vendors and also representatives
from the Recreation Vehicle Industry
Association (RVIA) and Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association (RVDA). GE
Capital and Ally Financial also were on
hand for financial updates as well as
Airstream’s chassis suppliers.
In a special twist, the event featured
a tribute to outgoing Airstream Chairman Larry Huttle. “We decided to have
an acknowledgement of Larry’s considerable contributions,” said Wheeler.
“He’s not retiring right away, but this is

dicor products
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the last time he will be in front of the
collective dealer body. It was a very nice
presentation and our dealers responded
with a standing ovation.” RVB
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QUESTIONS | answers

Detroit-Based General
RV Center Is One of
America’s FastestGrowing RV Retailers
Ambitious General RV Center Saw
Opportunities in the Recent Global
Recession to Acquire Properties —
and Hire Qualified Personnel — That
Might Not Have Been Available in
Normal Economic Times.

General RV President Loren Baidas
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 BY SHE R MA N GOLDENBERG

T

he report in an area newspaper earlier this year pretty
much summed up the outlook for 2011 at General
RV Center, a 10-store, 50-year-old recreational
vehicle retailer based in the northwest Detroit suburb
of Wixom, Mich., that posted more than $200 million in
revenues last year.
“Despite the challenging economic climate throughout
the United States, Michigan-based General RV Center
is preparing for another prosperous year,” wrote the
Macomb Daily, of Mount Clemens, Mich. “In fact,
General RV Center, one of the top RV retailers in the
nation, projects $300 million in gross sales with plans
to add more than 200 jobs between all of its locations and
departments.”
General RV’s management today pretty much stands
by that January news report. In fact, most industry
insiders agree that General RV, a multi-line dealership
owned and operated by the Baidas family, is one of the nation’s fastest-growing RV retailers. With about 2,000 units
in stock, the company will sell approximately 7,000
RVs this year while employing 500 people at 10 U.S.
stores — the latest having opened in June in a northwest
Chicago suburb.
In addition to the store located at the company’s headquarters on I-96 in Wixom, General RV’s “superstores”
today are located along Interstate highways in the Michigan
communities of Brownstown, Birch Run, Mt. Clemens,
Wayland/Grand Rapids and White Lake as well as outside
the Wolverine State at North Canton/Cleveland, Ohio;
Jacksonville/Orange Park, Fla.; Salt Lake City, Utah; and

RVB: Would you agree that
General RV is, indeed, one of North
America’s fastest-growing recreational vehicle dealerships?
Baidas: That’s not our intent — to
be the fastest growing — but it may be
the result. We’ve done it because
we’ve looked at opportunities that
were great opportunities for this company that we’ve talked about for years
and done research on and worked
through to make sure they were the
right steps at the right time.
RVB: So, how do you explain
this sort of growth right through the
recession? Is it enough to say that
you’re doing things well?
Baidas: You have to be able to
do things well — and have people who
do things very well — to be successful.
That’s probably the biggest thing:
people.
You
have
to
have
people who have your same core
philosophy and same core work
ethnic and who you can trust. If you
don’t have that, I don’t know how you
can be successful.

 PHOTOS BY JIM WEST

Huntley, Ill. Although the product mix varies from store to
store, those facilities retail a wide array of brands, from Thor
to Forest River to Jayco, Fleetwood, Winnebago, Open
Range and Tiffin, among others.
In the process, General RV, now largely run by President Loren Baidas, his uncle and CEO Rob Baidas and
brother-in-law and Vice President of Operations Wade
Stufft, has applied a simple, standard formula: Warm and
presentable facilities each run by two co-managers, alert
sales people, professional service operations, competitive
financing, topline retail parts and accessories stores (supplied by company-owned warehouses) with a 30-employee
home office in which accounting, payroll, human resources,
computer systems, purchasing and account payables are,
for the most part, centralized.
Then, there’s a traditional family atmosphere that dates
back a half-century to Loren’s late grandfather Abe Baidas
and late father Dick Baidas, a 2007 RV Hall of Fame inductee who passed away in 2006. As General RV’s
website points out, it’s not unusual today to see grandchildren of former customers getting their first RVs from the
same salesperson who sold to their grandparents — back
when the company was initially set up as a small manufacturing facility. “Over 500,000 General RV customers can’t
be wrong,” the company’s website proclaims. “And someday there may very well be a fourth generation of Baidas’
carrying on the tradition that Abe Baidas started long ago.”
The following are highlights of an interview
conducted in late May at the company’s Wixom facility with
Loren Baidas.

RVB: What else, in your view, does
it take to succeed in times like these?
Baidas: Number one, you have to
treat your employees well in every aspect of your business. They have to
want to work for you, be excited to
come to work and take ownership of
what they do every day. Second, you
have to obviously relay that to your
customers to make sure they have a
great experience from the moment
they walk in the door to when they
come back to get service work. And,
third, you have to have that relationship
with your vendors. You have to both
want to do business together and have
the same mutual goals. If you do, that
helps create success.
RVB: Give us a quick rundown on
how General RV got its start here —
of all places — in the Detroit suburbs?
Baidas : My grandfather, a great
man, was one of my mentors and idols
in my life, and I’m very fortunate to
have known him. He passed away
eight years ago and was the one who
started everything. His parents were

Polish immigrants. He came here with
nothing to Michigan from Pennsylvania, and got a job with one of the Big
Three (auto makers) here on the factory floor and lasted a month because
he didn’t want to do that for the rest of
his life.
He ended up starting a gas station
on the west side of Detroit and from
there got an opportunity to put a couple of RVs on his lot to see if he could
sell them. And he did.
He liked that a lot better than
pumping gas and changing oil.
So, the rest from there is history. In
1962, he and a partner started General RV Center as a small mom-andpop operation with a couple of people.
My father (Dick Baidas) came in in
the ‘70s with a two-store operation.
By 1987, (Uncle) Rob (Baidas) was in
the business with five stores, all in
Michigan.
And 1993 is where we took our
next big step as far as growth by moving from a small location on Eight Mile
Road out here to the Interstate. There
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General RV executives (L-R) Rob
Baidas, CEO; Loren Baidas, president; and Wade Stufft, vice president
of operations, at the Wixom store.

was not much here on I-96 when we
came out here in ‘93, and it’s at that
point that we saw sales really jump.
Within two years they more than doubled. At that point, we looked at moving all of the other stores to freeway
locations.
RVB: People used RVs in Detroit?
Baidas: There were five million
people living in the Detroit Metro
area, and Michigan used to be — in the
late ‘90s and early 2000s — the
fourth- or fifth-largest RV registration
state in the country behind California,
Florida and Texas. Obviously with the
tough economic times over the last 10
years, the state’s numbers have declined. But that actually helped us
flourish because we were in a great
state as far as RVs, largely because of
the ‘up north’ part of Michigan. There’s
so much wilderness, so much to do, so
many places to go. There are 1,500
campgrounds in the state of Michigan.
Anyway, after we moved four of the
five stores out to freeways — superstore
centers that are existing today — we
began adding more stores in the late
‘90s and early 2000s.
In ‘04 and ‘05, we opened the Birch
Run store (midway between Flint and
Saginaw on I-75) as our sixth store.
Then, after my father passed away unexpectedly in 2006 of cancer, me, Rob
and my brother-in-law Wade (Stufft) all
sat down to ask ourselves where we
were headed next.
And we made the decision that if
there were opportunities, we really
would look at them for growth, and we
felt that maybe we needed to get out
36
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of Michigan because we saw some of
the stuff that was probably coming
down the pike economically. We felt
that we were way too heavily reliant on
the auto industry and that Michigan
was probably going to get hit hard if
things continued to go backward. It
made sense to get out of Michigan a
little bit instead of having all our eggs
in one basket.
RVB: So, despite the economic
headwinds, you moved ahead?
Baidas: The first thing we said was

That Cleveland store slowly became
successful, and in the next year we
found some really good local people
who were looking for a company to be
involved with. That is the one thing we
were most surprised about when we
did open the doors at these stores —
the amount of great people we found.
RVB: People, again, were the key
ingredient.
Baidas: Absolutely. With the recession going on, that played into our
hands a little bit because there were
good quality people out there looking
for jobs or looking to switch and get
with a company that they felt had a future. That gave us some opportunities
that weren’t there before.
Property values were a little bit less,
and we felt we could go into some
markets that in the past would have
cost too much in our eyes to be involved. The same held true for our
eighth store, a closed-down auto dealership which we opened in (Jacksonville) Florida in 2009, and our ninth
in (Salt Lake City) Utah, the same year.
We bought out an RV dealer there and
bought property behind it. Chicago,
where we bought a piece of property,
was from scratch.
RVB: In the final analysis, then,
the same recession that ravaged the
American economy actually helped
create opportunities for entrepreneurial outfits like General RV that were
in a position to capitalize.

“

You have to be able to do things well — and have people who do things very well — to be successful. That’s
probably the biggest thing: people. You have to have
people who have your same core philosophy and same
core work ethnic and who you can trust. If you don’t
have that, I don’t know how you can be successful.

”

— Loren Baidas, President, General RV
let’s not go too far. Let’s find something that is very similar to us that we
understand — with similar markets,
people, climate and product mix. So,
we started looking in the Midwest and
found an opportunity to buy a dealer in
May of 2008 in the Canton area outside Cleveland, right on a freeway. We
revamped it, put money into it and got
it up to our level of acceptance and
went from there.
We worked on that and we bumped
our heads here and made a mistake
there and learned a lot in the process.

Baidas: Yeah. We are not a significantly leveraged company. We don’t
take every dollar we earn and try to
find a way to spend it or mortgage this
to try to pay for that. We’ve always
been a very conservative company. The
last five years don’t look that way — but
we don’t try to leverage ourselves so
when things got really tight for people,
especially getting into 2008 and 2009
when everybody was cash-strapped,
we were OK.
We were in great financial shape
and as (commercial real estate) prices
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lowered, we looked at some of these
buys and said, ‘Wow, we really have to
look at this and consider that this
would be a great opportunity if we
could find a way to make it work.'“
RVB: Looking back, there had to
be times when you second-guessed
yourselves for plotting such an aggressive growth strategy in the middle of a global recession.
Baidas: We’re checking ourselves
all the time, making sure that we are
thinking straight. We look at the RV industry as a whole. It is a great, longterm industry. People are always going
to RV. How much that changes in 50
years, I don’t know. But there is going
to be some fashion of this market in
20 or 30 years, and we’re convinced
that there’s always going to be a need
for a dealership that will take care of
its customers — parts, service, sales —
despite economic times. So, our answer was 'yes.'
Maybe sales aren’t as big as they
used to be. Maybe they are not climbing
every year like they used to. That’s OK.
The way we look at it is if we go into
a market and do what we know what
to do and do it right, we’re going to be
successful. And there will be other
dealers in that market that will be successful. But I guarantee you that the
ones that don’t do their jobs correctly
and don’t take care of their people and
customers aren’t going to be there if
things continue to be difficult.
Whether it’s naïve or not, we had
the confidence that we were going to
be OK and that we are going to be
successful — with the people we have
— if we just take care of our own business and do it the right way.
RVB: Are you done expanding
your operations for the time being?
Baidas: I would never say never.
But, ultimately, right now, we need to
make the investments in capital and
people and commitments we’ve made
to our manufacturers successful before we can take on anything else.
RVB: Are your superstores all
big? I mean, is that what it’s all about
— bigger is better?
Baidas: Big is a relative word. In
our eyes, it needs to be full service. So
when a customer walks in, they can
get basically anything they need,
whether it a full parts department for
their current RV — or the one they are
going to buy — or a service department
that can take care of most everything
a consumer needs.
Sometimes dealers don't have
enough service capacity, especially in

the summertime when things are really
busy. And they also have to have
enough inventory so that somebody
can walk in and view a variety of selections to make sure that they get the
RV they want. Those are significant
parts of being a supercenter.
RVB: Looking at your store, with
the welcome area in front manned by
a full-time attendant, it brings to mind
some of the more polished automotive and RV dealerships of today.
Baidas: Yes, walking in the door,
having someone who greets the customer and welcomes them to the store
and then having sales staff on hand to

believe in the product that we are selling.
And while there are 20 different products
that you can sell in an F&I office, we only
sell seven or eight. We pick the ones that
we think give the customer a benefit.
RVB: Credit unions, we’re told, have
played a significant role in your approach to financing at General RV.
Baidas: Yes. As the banks became
more difficult to get financing done, we
had to get aggressive. We had to find
other avenues for people. We had people
walking in the door that had good credit,
but couldn’t go home with an RV. It was
so frustrating.
This was our motto during ‘08 and
‘09: “We are not going
to participate in the
economic recession.
We are not going to
talk about it. We’re not
going to dwell on it.
We’re going to do
something about it.”
Our guys went out
and created relationships with credit
General RV's size allows the dealerships' in- unions, with people
tegrated retail parts and accessories stores that saw that it was a
to be quickly resupplied by a companygood investment. We
owned warehouse.
still have those relationships today.
RVB: What, in
closing, is your take
on today’s business
environment and your
company’s prospects
going forward?
Baidas:
The
economy is in a goodenough state that it
can absorb some of
the issues that are
going to emerge in
Professional, well-staffed service operations
the next year or two.
are a hallmark of General RV dealerships.
Gas prices are a concern. And right now,
sit down and take care of the cus- that is probably the only concern out
tomer’s needs is a big part of the for- there that it so volatile that it could
mula. And it might be similar to an auto change quickly. That’s the one you keep
dealer, but different because we sell a your eye on a lot. And the other one, over
want, not a need. The mentality of the the last 30 to 45 days, especially here in
customers here is a little bit different the Midwest, is the weather. It’s been
than walking into a car store. It has to awful — the worst spring any of us can
be arranged the right way. It has to remember.
flow. Customers have to feel comfortTo me, RVing in the Midwest is a
able every stage of doing business spring, summer activity. Has that slowed
with you.
things down? I think it has. Looking to
RVB: And people say that you’re June, July, August, nobody knows the anfocused on F&I.
swer. Everybody is watching patiently. We
Baidas: We are committed to mak- talk to manufacturers and to our 20ing sure that we don’t waste any op- group colleagues. Are things great? No.
portunity that we have. We put (sales) Are they good? Yeah, they’re good. We’re
people in positions to make sure that just hoping it stays at least as good as it
they ask for that business. We have to is now. RVB
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Motorhome Manufacturers Adjust Production,
Models to Capitalize on Consumer Preferences
Are Smaller and Lighter Coaches the Wave of the Future? Not Every OEM Thinks So — But
as One Builder Noted, it’s Not Just a Question of Cost and Fuel Efficiency. ‘You Can Package
More Into a 32-Foot Coach Today Than You Could a 35-Foot Coach Four or Five Years Ago,’
Said Fleetwood RV President John Draheim. Popularity of Less-Costly Gas-Powered
Units Is Also on the Rise.
Fleetwood Bounder

I BY BOB A SHLEY

A

fter a robust start coming
out of the National RV
Trade Show in Louisville in
December, motorized manufacturers remain optimistic that
sales will continue at a relatively
strong pace — despite an unseasonably wet spring throughout the nation that kept buyers out of
showrooms plus fuel prices that
shot up to levels not seen since
2008.
And, while retail motorhome sales
this year have leveled off some
since recording a 16.8% gain last
year vs. 2009 as the RV industry as
a whole recovered from the Great
Recession, motorhome OEMs continue to tweak their production to
capitalize on changing consumer
preferences.
Among the more predominant
trends, at least over the short haul,
is a move toward smaller — and in
some cases more lightweight — motorhomes that began in earnest as
the recession initially
ate away at
motorhome
sales.
“We are
seeing more
demand for
Class A gas
in shorter
lengths,”
said Roger
Roger Martin,
Martin, WinWinnebago Industries, Inc.
nebago Industries Inc. vice president of sales
and marketing.
To meet that demand, the Forest
City, Iowa-based manufacturer for
2012 will introduce new 30-foot
38
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floorplans in its conventional Winnebago Vista/Itasca Sunstar and
Winnebago
Sightseer/
I t a s c a
Sunova lineups. “Those
speak
to
p e o p l e
wanting to
downsize
and not having as much
baggage to
carry around
Bill Fenech,
Thor Motor Coach
with them,”

Martin said.
That said, Bill Fenech, president
of Thor Motor Coach, Elkhart, Ind.,
believes that consumers again will
move away from smaller units when
the economy stabilizes further.
“(Smaller and lighter RVs) are a
trend,” said Fenech. “I don’t think
they are going to replace larger
coaches.”
Fleetwood RV President John
Draheim said the market preference
for smaller RVs isn’t necessarily
driven by cost. “It’s less to do with
economics than it does that we are
able to pack more features into a

Winnebago Via
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QUESTIONS | answers
New Monaco Head Man Bill Osborne:
Innovation is the Real Key to Capturing the
Eye of Today’s Dealers and RV Enthusiasts
Custom Chassis, because he’s
convinced that product innovation
is the key to winning favor among
North America’s towable and motorized dealers and consumers.
And he knows that cutting-edge
innovation depends heavily on
input from consumers.
A mechanical engineering graduate of Kettering University with an
M.B.A. from the University of
Chicago, Osborne, 51, spent more
than 30 years at Chrysler, General
Motors and Ford Motor Co., most
of it in product development and
manufacturing. After serving as
president and CEO of Ford of
Canada and president and CEO of
Ford of Australia, he worked as
president and CEO of Federal Signal
and, later, as a Navistar director — a
seat he gave up in order to accept his
new position.
Osborne seems acutely aware of the
fact that he’s replacing a virtual industry
legend in July shortly after Monaco’s
June 20-22 Dealer Congress in
Grapevine, Texas. The retiring Toolson
is a respected industry executive who
made a name for himself at Kings Highway Mobile Industries, Executive Industries and Oregon’s Monaco Coach
Corp. before assuming the presidency
of Monaco RV LLC after its buyout
by Navistar.
Indeed, Osborne said Toolson —
who built Monaco Coach from a $17
million specialty RV builder into a $1.4billion-a-year public company before it
hit tough times in the recession — will
be doing some special projects for Navistar and will remain a viable factor for
Navistar’s management team. “He’ll be
on my speed dial,” says Osborne,
whose remarks are as follows:
 PHOTOS BY MARK SHEPHARD

smaller product,” Draheim said. “You
can package more into a 32-foot
coach today than you could a 35foot coach four or five years ago.”
Fleetwood, for its part, has modified its production schedule to meet
increased demand for gas units and
will introduce new 33-foot gas-powered Discovery and 35-foot
Bounder floorplans in 2012 to
accommodate retail
demands
for smaller
coaches.
“From our
perspective,
the
retail
volumes
that we are
seeing are
about in line
John Draheim,
of what we
Fleetwood RV
expected in
our forecast for the year,” said Draheim. “But we are seeing a completely different story if you are
looking at segments. The diesel
business is soft while the gas business has held up pretty well. We
have adjusted our production rates
accordingly. We are building more
gas than we budgeted and we’re
building a few less (higher-priced)
diesels.”
The shift toward gas-powered
coaches also is being seen at Tiffin
Motor Homes Inc., a builder of predominantly diesel pushers.
“One of the trends we’ve seen in
the last six months is the demand
for gasoline products has become
stronger,” concurs Jerry Williamson,
Tiffin national sales manager. “People see a performance gap between
diesel and gasoline; I see that gap
shrinking.”
Williamson believes also that the
growing wholesale price gap between gas and diesel chassis that
manufacturers have to pass on to
consumers is partly responsible for
the shift in consumer preference to
gas-powered motorhomes.
“One thing you have to factor in
is the price of diesel chassis and
components keeps going up and up
and up,” said Williamson, whose
company builds on its own proprietary diesel PowerGlide platform.
Consumers, he said, also aren’t
yet fully familiar with Diesel Exhaust
Fluid (DEF) that is required by some
chassis under more stringent EPA

Bill Osborne

Seated on a couch in a Holiday
Rambler Trip Class A motorhome at the
Elkhart County 4-H Fairgrounds in
Goshen, Ind., William L. “Bill” Osborne,
the incoming head of Monaco RV LLC,
seemed at ease — considering all that
was going on around him during the
Holiday Rambler Recreational Vehicle
Club Chapter 419 annual rally and the
fact that he’d only been named to the
job three days prior.
The rally, which took place April 30May 5, drew 280 member coaches.
Just as important for Osborne, who on
July 1 officially succeeds Monaco President Kay L. Toolson in overseeing the
Coburg, Ore.-based, RV builder as vice
president of custom products for Navistar Inc.’s Truck Group in Warrenville,
Ill., is that he got a chance to mix with
scores of Monaco and Holiday Rambler
coach owners in a relaxed atmosphere.
And that’s a real plus for Osborne,
who’s based at Navistar’s Chicago-area
corporate facilities and whose new responsibilities also include Workhorse
RVB: Glancing at your resume, Bill,
you appear to be a product-oriented
guy, which could be a good thing for
Navistar’s Monaco unit.
Osborne: “Yeah, I’ve developed
products. I launched the 2004 F-150
(Ford pickup). That was probably the

biggest product program that I had, and
I spent a lot of time in the truck business at Ford. So, I know a little bit about
commercial trucks and a little bit about
the RV industry because I had Ford’s
strip chassis for motorhomes under
my responsibility
continued on page 58
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exhaust emission standards that
went into effect last year.
“It’s still new to consumers,”
Williamson said. “It’s going to take a
period of time for everybody to get
used to it.”
Mike Terlep, president
of
Forest River
I n c . ’ s
Coachmen
RV division
in Middlebury,
Ind.,
said a distinct
diffence
has
Mike Terlep, Forest River Inc.,
d
e
v
e
l
o
p
ed
Coachmen RV Division
between
purchasers of gas and diesel
motorhomes.
“The gas buyer is more economically minded,” Terlep said. “The
diesel buyers is someone who may
be closer to retirement age who is
sold on the RV lifestyle.
“We don’t find the motorized market in horrible shape. It’s certainly
not like it was during the recession.

Roadtrek 210 Popular

Coachmen Freelander

Fuel Prices Not a Deterrent as Coach Owners Adjust to Cost
Newmar Essex

Although fuel prices fluctuated dramatically this spring and early
summer, motorhome manufacturers are nearly unanimous in the belief
that rising fuel costs are not dramatically affecting the market — at
least not yet.
“When they got to four bucks a gallon previously, we had a lot of
talk about high prices,” said Karl Blade, president of Newell Coach
Corp. “This time, it doesn’t seem to make a difference yet.
Jim Jacobs, general manager of Jayco Inc.’s high-end Entegra
Coach division in Middlebury, Ind., said the broader economic climate
is having a greater effect on motorhome sales.
“Fuel prices are a concern, but a bigger concern is an offshoot of
fuel prices,” Jacobs said. “A lot of our buyers are business owners
who are looking at the effect of fuel on their businesses and what is
going on with the economy in general.”
“It’s not that gas prices don’t matter,’’ said Roadtrek’s Jeff Hanemaayer. “The last time they went up dramatically (in 2008), it had a
negative impact because it was such a shock to the consumer.
40
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Now, it’s still a negative overall, but people seem to be much more
used to it.”
John Sammut, vice president of sales for Newmar Corp., says that
consumers adjust to higher fuel prices, and that when regular gas
hit $4.25 and higher in some part of the country, consumers didn’t
feel the shock they did when gas hit $4 a gallon for the first time in
2008 on the doorstep of the recession.
“I don’t think I see fuel as a question for people who are buying
or trading,” Sammut said. “They’ll just be limiting the length of time
and number
of miles they
are traveling.”
He added,
however, that
he expects at
some point
consumers
will be more
directly concerned about
pump prices.
“At some dolEntegra
lar figure, it
Anthem
will come into
play,” he said. “But things seem OK at $3.85 to $4.”
Mike Terlep, president of Forest River Inc.’s Coachmen RV division,
noted that in global and historical terms, fuel costs in the U.S. are
not high. “We still spend less per gallon for gas than anybody else in
the world,” he said. “And comparing prices from 20 years ago, when
you calculate inflation, we’re still paying less than we were.”
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Expanding Lineup of Under-$100K Motorhomes
Offer Capacity, Comforts Without Busting Budget
The hottest ticket in the motorhome
business right now, more than likely, is a
coach selling for less than six figures.
There are more Class A motorhome
choices out there for less than $100,000
than you might think — and while all are
gas-powered and most are characterized
as ‘’entry level’’ in RV manufacturers’ lineups, they are not without many of the
Coachmen Mirada

amenities you’d expect to find in more expensive coaches, oftentimes including
solid-surface countertops, multiple slideouts or full-body paint.
The under-$100,000 crowd primarily
falls into the 29- to 32-foot range, although there are exceptions, such as 35foot floorplans in the Georgetown VE and
Thor Motor Coach Hurricane/Windsport.
For those looking for more compact floorplans, there’s also a 26-foot Winnebago
Vista/Itasca Sunstar.
One thing they all have in common is
their Ford F-53 Super Duty chassis
mated to a 362-hp Triton V-10 engine —
the largest gas powerplant available for
motorhome chassis. GVWRs, however,
range from 16,000 pounds to 22,500
pounds.
The list of sub-$100,000 motorhomes
includes:
• The Winnebago Vista/Itasca Sunstar features two affordable floorplans —
the 26-foot Vista/Sunstar 26P (MSRPs:
from $90,745/$90,943) built on the
16,000-pound GVWR Ford chassis and
the 30-foot Vista/Sunstar 30W (MSRPs
retailing
from
$96,844/$97,202)
mounted on an 18-000-pound GVWR
Ford platform. A large wardrobe with
drawers highlights the bedroom in the
double-slideout Vista/Sunstar 26P; dual
livingroom slides and a large under-bed
storage area with curbside exterior access
are featured in the Vista/Sunstar 30W.
• The Forest River Georgetown VE,
which offers six layouts, including a 191⁄2foot full-wall slideout in a 30-foot floor42
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plan. With MSRPs between $86,300 and to 31-foot floorplans (MSRPs start at
$91,000, Georgetown VE’s 28- to 35- $82,000). The double-slide 32BH is
foot floorplans are built on the Ford plat- equipped with two dinettes, one of which
form with GVWRs from 18,000 to 20,500 converts into a drop-down bunk bed. Built
pounds. Standard amenities include stain- on 16,000-pound or 18,000-pound
less-steel sinks, 32-inch LCD TVs and GVWR Ford chassis, all floorplans feature
solid-surface countertops.
a second ‘’Hide-a-Loft’’ queen-size bed
• The 2012 Holiday Rambler Aluma- that descends from over the cockpit.
Lite Class A built on the 18,000-pound Amenities include glazed hardwood cabGVWR Ford chassis. De- inet doors, full basement storage and
signed with 100-cubic-feet Flexsteel furniture.
of exterior storage, the
• The Fleetwood Terra ($99,000 base
Aluma-Lite (base MSRP: MSRP) is available in two 31- and 34$92,424) offers two 32- foot double-slideout floorplans on
foot floorplans, including a 22,000-pound GVWR Ford chassis. Each
single-slide 32PBS and is equipped with Fleetwood’s ‘’Hide-atriple-slide 32SBD, both Loft’.” A rear queen bedroom along with a
equipped with hardwood convertible dinette and sofa create a
cabinets, a 32-inch LCD sleeping capacity for up to eight adults.
TV, 62-inch-long convert- Standards include hardwood cabinet
ible sofa, full-height kitchen doors, Corian countertops, a soft-touch
rollout pantry and queen-size bed with ceiling and basement storage.
large wardrobe.
•Thor Motor Coach’s under-$100,000
• The 2011 Monaco Riptide, two lineup includes six 30- to 34-foot floorfloorplans of which — the 31-foot single- plans with up to three slideouts in the
slide 30PBS and 34-foot triple-slide Hurricane/Windsport (base MSRP:
32SBT — fall into the under-$100,000 $89,865). With an 11-foot, 7-inch exterior
category. Both are assembled on an height, the Hurricane/Windsport — built
18,000-pound GVWR Ford chassis. The on 16,000-pound or 18,000-pound
two floorplans feature pass-through stor- GVWR Ford chassis — is designed to fit
age, a booth dinette, convertible sofa, in many garages while maintaining an
plush carpet, hardwood cabinets and 26- 80-inch interior ceiling. Features include
and 19-inch LCD TVs.
• The new 29-foot A.C.E. Thor Motor Coach A.C.E.
motorhome from Thor Motor
Coach. Built on a 16,000pound GVWR Ford chassis,
the A.C.E. (an acronym for
Class A & C Evolution) boasts
a modest eyebrow above the
windshield that houses an
electric drop-down bed. A.C.E.
(MSRP: $87,740) has fullbody paint and is equipped
with electric jacks, rear-view cameras, res- one-piece front and rear caps, leatherette
idential linoleum and leatherette cockpit furniture and cherry or glazed-maple
seats and convertible sofas.
cabinets.
• Forest River Inc.’s Coachmen division
•Thor Motor Coach’s 35-foot Dayoffers three 29- 34-foot Mirada A-Class break 3370 floorplan (Base MSRP:
double-slideout floorplans with MSRPs $95,965), with a 27-foot-long, full-wallranging from $95,982 to $99,995. The slidout, is one of four Daybreak models
34-footer is built on a Ford chassis with a beneath the $100,000 threshold.
22,500-pound GVWR while the other Mi- Available in 29- to 35- foot lengths, all are
radas have 20,500-pound GVW ratings. built on an 18,000-pound or 22,000Standard features include Corian coun- pound GVWR Ford platform with full
tertops, pass-through storage and Dream basements. Features include Villa ComDinettes, mounted on gas struts making fort Fit furniture and a gas-strut powered
it easier to make up he convertible beds. Dream Dinette to make conversion to a
• The Fleetwood Storm, with three 29- bed easier. — Bob Ashley
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The sky is not
falling.”
On
the
other
hand,
Karl
Blade,
president of
high-end
builder Newell
Coach Corp.,
which
sells
Karl Blade,
Newell Coach, Corporation motorcoaches
factory-direct in the $1.5 million
range, reported that the Miami,
Okla.-based company’s market
share has increased this year even
as 2011 sales have been flat. But
that, in itself, is an interesting comment on the higher-end market.
“The high-end market came back
about a year ago, and now it’s just
hanging in at about the same level,”
Blade said. “We’ve significantly
improved market share because
nobody else on our end is building
or converting anything other than
odd models.”
Downsize motorhome builder
Born Free Motorcoach Inc. is
taking a different tack. The
company,
which has sold
m i n i m o torhomes direct from its
Humboldt,
Iowa, factory
John Dodgen,
Born Free Motorcoach Inc. for more than
30 years, is
exploring establishing a dealership
network to cope with a “slow market,” Born Free Motorcoach President John Dodgen reports.
“People want to kick the tires and
look at the motorhome,” said Dodgen, who reported the company is
looking to first establish a relationship with a multi-location dealership
in Florida.
Also on Born Free’s agenda,
Dodgen said, is the possibility of
creating a timeshare network associated with a large West Coast dealership.
After the initial cost, “They don’t
have to do anything but drive them
and pay for the gasoline,” said Dodgen. “I think it could be very successful.”
In the Class B segment, market
leader Roadtrek Motorhomes Inc.,
Kitchner, Ontario, and No. 2 builder
Pleasure-Way Industries Ltd., Saskacontinued on page 66
J U L Y / A U G U S T
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Manheim’s Tucson-area auction is one of 13 auctions the
company holds that specialize in recreational vehicles.

Used RV Prices Rebound as
U.S. Economy Starts to Mend

I BY JOE BOHN

Stronger Demand for ‘Previously Owned’ Units Push Resale Prices Higher, Although Manufacturers’
Focus on Producing Less-Expensive Motorhomes Has Affected Auction Prices. ‘With Lower-Priced
Options for the Dealer and Consumer, You Can Have New Models That are Close in Price Point to
the Used Model,’ Noted Karen Braddy, General Manager for Manheim Specialty Auctions.

U

sed RV sales, driven largely by
towables, have been on the
upswing as dealers benefit
from the increased volume of
trade-ins coming to them — as well as
stronger demand from budget-conscious
buyers seeking affordable vacations and
more favorable attitudes by banks and
RV lenders.
At Dusty’s Camper World, Bartow,
Fla., “We’ve been getting a lot more
trade-ins than we’ve had in the past
two years,” said Jeff Crum, general
manager.
“Our used business (through May) is
up about 18% over last year. It’s pretty
substantial in all products — pop-ups,
trailers, (gas) motor homes and diesel
44
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pushers, but especially in motorized,”
Crum added. According to Crum, the
dealership sells about 100-110 units a
month, including a variety of brands
from major manufacturers.
“Banks are also easier to work
with,” he noted. And Crum thinks that
helping to drive used RV demand is the
fact that “a lot of people are getting
back to family values, and looking at
affordable RVs as a way of spending
time with the family.”
Kings Campers, Wausau, Wis., has
also been “seeing a lot more people
trading in,” said John Gajewski, sales
manager. “Last year, we were struggling
to get used inventory. But this year,
along with the uptick in sales, we’re also

getting more repeat buyers and some
nice trade-ins.” The dealership sells
about 425 units yearly, including trailers
and motorized units, with sales split
60/40 between new and used.
The trade-ins have commonly been
four- to six-year-old units, said Gajewski, and “the wide variety of incoming
products is one of the nicest things
going,” he added. ‘We’re selling used
products across the board, and customers are bringing us trades across the
board.”
Overall, “Used RVs, everything is
going great,” said Ron Gajewski, Kings
Campers president/general manager.
Through May, overall dealership sales
were up 25% over last year, which itself
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was 30% over the previous year. “We’re
very busy on the lot, even when the
weather is junk,” he noted.
At Boat N RV Superstores, which has
dealerships in various locations in sev-

“

as part of its approximately 800-unit
yearly sales total, according to Bruce
Benz, owner and general manager.
“Gas prices are not a problem,” Benz
added.

Used RVs Have Great Margins and Are Less Affected
by the Economy. There’s a Good Market in Used, if
You Attack it Aggressively and Advertise.

”

— Greg Thrift, Vice President/General Counsel, Boat N RV Superstores

eral states, including its Rockville,
Tenn., store, Greg Thrift, Boat N RV
vice president and general counsel,
noted that, “We’re much better off with
the used RVs than with the new. They
account for 40-50% of our business,
chiefly towables.
“Used RVs have great margins, and
are less affected by the economy.
There’s a good market in used, if you
attack it aggressively and advertise.
We’ve been hitting people hard with our
used product,” he added.
The dealership had its best-ever
first quarter, with combined sales at its
dealerships running at a record rate of
500 new and used units monthly.

What’s Hot — and What’s Not
Travel trailers in the $10,000 range,
along with toy haulers, have been particularly hot items, said Eric Clippinger, general manager of ADESA
Specialty’s Ocala, Fla., auction.
That’s been very apparent, too, to
Modern Trailer Sales, Anderson, Ind.,
where demand for the used low- to midprice trailers it specializes in has been
strong. Used trailers account for 40% of
dealership sales.
Modern Trailer Sales has enjoyed a
build-up of used inventory beginning
with the “(early season) shows,” said
Christy Kirk, finance manager. “Any
time we get a unit that’s 2004 and
older, it moves quickly.
“We have no trouble financing units
costing $10,000-$15,000, as long as
we’re not sitting too deeply. We’re very
cautious about how much we put into
the deal, and can usually move it at a
pretty good price,” he added.
Some dealerships, like Bismarck,
N.D.-based Capital RV, lucky enough to
be located in pockets of prosperity like
that state’s boom in oil drilling, have
been able to shrug off the effects of
high fuel prices on larger RVs. Capital
RV, with sales up over last year, has
been selling a nice mix of fifth-wheels

Elsewhere, however, fuel prices have
apparently impacted sales of used fifthwheels and, to an even greater extent,
for Class C and Class A coaches.
Inventory of used RVs at Parkview
RV Center, Smyrna, Del., has nearly
doubled from the dealership’s normal
90-days supply, and “most of that is in
motorized,” said Parkview owner Rick
Horsey.
Parkview has been able to offset soft
motorized and fifth-wheel demand with
higher towable sales. But, though unit
volume has remained steady, soft
demand for the costlier units has hurt
the dealership’s dollar volume and
profitability.
Overall, motorhome “auction values,” or prices brought by motorhomes,

were down almost $500, averaging a
little over $42,000 in May from the
month before, according to National
Auto Research’s Black Book. At the same
time, towable values were up about
$150, averaging a little over $11,000.
Along with fuel price concerns, consumer confidence and the lower-priced
and/or more heavily incentivized new
motorhomes now being produced are
affecting auction prices.
As Ricky Beggs, managing editor of
Black Book, pointed out, “Even though
the economy and consumer confidence
are better than 18 months ago, there’s
still a hesitancy of consumers to step up
to higher-priced units.” At a May auction, some dealers commented to him
that if the motorhome were a diesel
pusher it had to be priced under
$100,000 and, if a gas engine, under
$50,000 to get their interest.
Karen Braddy, general manager for
Manheim Specialty, Atlanta, Ga., also
noted that because of the economy RV
manufacturers “seem to be building
lower-priced units. They’re looking at
more affordable units” to help encourage
demand, she said, adding that in some
cases they also were using incentives,
whether on financing or on the new unit
itself, to pump up demand.
“With lower-priced options for the
dealer and consumer, you can have new

The major RV auction houses have begun inspection programs to provide potential buyers with
peace of mind when purchasing a used motorhome. Late in 2010, Manheim began offering Titan
certified third-party warranties on higher-priced units that are transferable to the retail customer.
ADESA, meanwhile, is expanding its Buyer Confidence program which essentially tells a customer
if something is wrong with a unit, what the problem(s) is and what’s required to fix it.
J U L Y / A U G U S T
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Motorhomes lined up for a Manheim auction. According to some sources, the resale
market for coaches continues to be soft.

models that are close in price point
to the used model. That’s kind of a
change for us,” she added, and contributed to reduced auction prices.

Consignments Buoy Auctions
While dealers have been getting
more trade-ins, improving industry conditions have also reduced the number
of repossessed units going through auctions. As a result, many dealers like
Dusty’s Camper World have scaled back
on their auction buying.
Although open to various types of
auction buyers, Dusty’s does little actual buying and is very careful of what
it purchases, said Crum. Even though
he’s willing to consider anything from
trailers and popups to motorhomes and
fifth-wheels, “I try to be protective of
customers’ interest,” Crum added. “I
buy late-model used units, and stay
within a few years of the current year.”
Typically, he also looks for units with
well-documented histories, which the
dealership carefully inspects beforehand.
Although impacted by trade-ins and
fewer repossessions, major auction
chains such as Manheim and ADESA
continue to benefit from a high level of
dealer-consignment business.
The trade-ins on new units, while
giving dealers more inventory to sell,
can also give them more of what they
may not want: units taken in trade just
to clinch the new-vehicle deal. At the
same time, dealers also still have to
deal with aged inventory — units they
have to move to get a fresh ones. The
auctions have continued to provide an
46
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attractive venue for turning such aged/
unwanted inventory — and let dealers
make some money in the process.
At Manheim, Braddy said that volume has remained steady, despite the
drop in repossessions. “About 50% of
our business is dealer business, and
when repos fell off we filled the lanes
with dealer-consignment business,” she
noted.
Major chains like Manheim and
ADESA also have noticed RV dealers
traveling to multiple locations for inventory and have located their spe-

“

Jane Morgan, president of ADESA
Specialty Auctions. The company also
acquired six used-vehicle auctions from
Premier Auction Group late last year
and, with its expanded locations, saw
growth in its specialty auction volume
in the first quarter of 2011 over the
same period last year.
“We anticipated there would be less
repossessions, so we’ve been actively
working hard at developing the dealer
side of the business as sellers,” Morgan
said.
The average conversion rates —
units sold — continue to hold steady
at slightly under 70% for Manheim and
74% for ADESA. The averages include
conversion rates for commercial customers and lenders as well as dealers.
Commercial customer conversions run
higher than those for dealers because
banks typically keep units at auctions
until they sell.
The major auction chains also have
been introducing new programs such as
certification for RVs and buyer-confidence programs to provide greater assurance in their product offerings.
Late in 2010, Manheim, for example,
began offering Titan certified thirdparty warranties on higher-priced units.
“We do the certification on the unit and
the warranty (backed by Titan) is transferable to the retail customer,” said
Braddy.
Separately, ADESA is expanding its
Buyer Confidence program, which essentially tells a customer if something

We Have No Trouble Financing Units Costing $10,000$15,000, as Long as We’re Not Sitting Too Deeply.
We’re Very Cautious About How Much We Put Into the
Deal, and Can Usually Move it at a Pretty Good Price.

”

— Christy Kirk, Finance Manager, Modern Trailer Sales

cialty auctions in the largest RV markets
to make it easy for RV dealers to preview and buy merchandise.
Manheim offers about 2,000 RVs
a month at its 24 specialty locations.
About 13 of them specialize in RVs,
with the top locations including Southern California; Dallas/Ft. Worth; Lakeland, Fla.; Tucson, Ariz.; Springfield,
Mo.; and Newberg, N.Y.
ADESA, more heavily into repossessions than Manheim, is now running
about 1,500 units a month. Cincinnati,
Ocala, Dallas, Great Lakes in Bay City,
Mich., and Las Vegas rank at the top of
its 13 major auctions, according to

is wrong with a unit, what the problem(s) is and what’s required to fix it. To
assist with insurance claims for commercial sellers, it has begun rolling out a full
repair-cost-assessment program on units,
using parts finders and hours of labor
required, to get a precise cost of repairs.
As dealers have become more confident with RV-condition reports, they’ve
also been buying more units online.
Auction officials expect that trend
to continue. Currently, about 40%
of Manheim’s sales, for example, are
online — and about 37% of the RVs
sold at its specialty auctions are sold to
an online buyer. RVB
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From the makers of JENSEN electronics and Voyager observation systems designed for RV
applications, comes Advent Air – the only RV air conditioner with a two-year hassle free warranty.
Engineered and tested to meet ASA Electronics’ high quality and operating standards, Advent
products are guaranteed to keep you cool on all your future RV adventures.
,Engineered to improve cooling
performance
,Rigid frame designed to promote
quieter operation
,1” thick gasket seal creates
leakproof barrier

,Environmentally friendly, non-ozone
depleting refrigerant
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Cooking Outside

Outdoor kitchens available in Evergreen RV’s Ever-Lite travel trailers are built entirely of aluminum and stainless steel. “There is no wood on the
outside,” said Evergreen President Doug Lantz. “We designed it to be waterproof.”

Outdoor Kitchens Can Expand the Cooking and Entertaining Capability of An
RV — Without Creating a Mess Indoors. ‘When Outside Kitchens First Were Introduced, There Was a Question of Whether They Were a Fad or a Trend That
Was Going to Have Staying Power,’ Noted Shasta RV President Brad Whitehead.
‘It Looks Like They Are Here to Stay.’
I BY BOB A SHLEY

R

Vers who want to enjoy the
pleasure of eating outdoors
these days don’t necessarily
have to dig out the grill
or traipse inside to cook and clean up
afterwards.
Among the most prevalent trends
in the RV industry — particularly on
towables — is outdoor kitchens. Some
are simple in concept while others are
equipped with features that rival a
traditional kitchen.
“You spend a lot of time going
back-and-forth inside to the kitchen
to get silverware or just to wash your
hands,” said Ryan Juday, a Keystone
48
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RV Co. general manager, whose company offers outdoor kitchens in a wide
array of models. “Outdoor kitchens are
just convenient to have with everything out there by the campfire.”
A trend-within-a-trend is that
while many kitchens are designed
into bunk-bed floorplans, they’re increasingly popular in so-called “couples coaches.”
“That is kind of new,” Juday said.
Most manufacturers keep the same
outdoor kitchen concept — or a close
facsimile — throughout their lineup.
Typically, they incorporate a sink,
two-burner range, small refrigerator,

cabinets and drawers and countertop
space. Some builders add gas grills
that swing out from the rear of the
unit, along with microwaves, TVs and
entertainment centers.
“We have one Tracer travel-trailer
floorplan where we do a shrunkendown version, but other than that,
they are all the exact same in all our
floorplans,” said Jeff Rank, president
of Forest River Inc.’s Prime Time
Manufacturing division in Elkhart.
Prime Time considered outdoor
kitchens so important that the company included one in the first Tracer
it introduced in 2009. “I knew it was
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the RV ‘Box’!

TOP LEFT: Prime Time outdoor kitchens in the Lacrosse travel trailer and Crusader fifth-wheels series feature a brick facade for an outdoor patio effect.
BOTTOM LEFT: Keystone RV Co. offers outdoor kitchens in 38 models across its product lines, from simple cooktops to systems that, as seen on its Premier
model 31BH, include a sink with hot and cold running water, retractable double-burner stove, refrigerator, overhead cabinets, utensil drawer and 19-inch
LCD TV (which rotates into the kid’s bedroom when the kitchen is not in use). RIGHT: Thor Motor Coach this spring introduced an optional outdoor kitchen
on its single-slide 34SS Daybreak Class A motorhome that includes a stainless-steel single-bowl sink along with a mini-fridge, LP grill and 19-inch HD TV.

going to be something important,”
Rank said.
With the exception of the Tracer,
Prime Time kitchens in the Lacrosse
travel trailer and Crusader fifth-wheels
series feature a brick facade for an
outdoor patio effect.
Evergreen Recreational Vehicles
LLC, Middlebury, Ind., carries its
“green” concept into the aluminumand-stainless-steel kitchens in five
Ever-Lite travel trailer floorplans.
“There is no wood on the outside,”
said Evergreen President Doug Lantz.
“We designed it to be waterproof.”
At the upper end, KZ RV Inc.
Shipshewana, Ind., adds a Bistro
Package consisting of an icemaker, TV,
entertainment center and infrared
electric grill as an option in its 37foot quadslide StoneRidge fifth-wheel.
“At the higher end, those people take
things to a different degree,” said
KZ RV Vice President of Sales and

Marketing Andy Baer.
While KZ RV’s kitchen appeals to
the luxury buyer, others are designed
to be more basic.
A simple one-piece stainless-steel
Cook Center equipped with a small
sink and a two-burner stove that
slides out in a drawer from beneath
the galley are standard on most of
Shipshewana-based Open Range RV
Inc.s’ Roma and Mesa Ridge travel
trailers. “We will be coming out
with a couple of models with fullblown kitchens with a fridge and
microwave,” said Open Range President Randy Graber. “The market is
demanding it.”
Customer demand is what is driving
Outdoors RV Manufacturing Inc., Lagrande, Ore., to include outdoor
kitchens next year in Timber Ridge
and Creekside travel trailers. “It’s
being driven by customer feedback,”
said Outdoors General Manager Jim

Heartland Recreational Vehicles offers outdoor
kitchens standard in ElkRidge, North Trail, North
Country, Sundance and Big County towables.

Croxton. “We haven’t settled on a real
plan yet. We are still going back-andforth on what the customer needs.”
There’s nothing simple about the
design of the outdoor kitchens in Pacific Coachworks Inc.’s Tango/Panther
travel trailer series. The Riverside,
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THE GREEN MOVEMENT
IS ALIVE AND WELL IN
THE RV INDUSTRY!
One of the largest outdoor kitchens is found on Pacific Coachworks’ Tango/Panther travel trailers.
This system is configured in a patented vertical slideout that extends from the rear sidewall.

“Going Green” means
proper planning, procedures
and materials.
This process includes an
independent, third party
organization that adds trust
and verification.
TRA Certification is the leader
in advising and certifying RV
manufacturers as “green”.
See how TRA Certification and
green work for you.

www.tragreen.com
Green Business is Good Business!
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Calif., manufacturer configures its
kitchen in a patented vertical slideout
that extends from the rear sidewall.
“It’s a secondary kitchen, but it’s
got enough features to keep you outside having fun and enjoying the
wilderness and people,” said Pacific
Coachworks President Brett Bashaw.
An outdoor kitchen in a diminutive
241⁄2 foot ElkRidge Express fifth-wheel
is available from Thor Industries Inc.
subsidiary Heartland Recreational Vehicles LLC, Elkhart, which also offers
outdoor kitchens standard in ElkRidge,
North Trail, North Country, Sundance
and Big County towables. “The
ElkRidge Express offers a small,
unique-sized fifth-wheel for couples,”
said Bryan Walczak, Elk Ridge general manager.
While most manufacturers keep the
same kitchen across their lineups,
each one is a little different in travel
trailers and fifth-wheels manufactured
by Forest River’s Coachmen RV Division in Elkhart. “They are tailored for
the market segment and the buyer,”
said Coachmen President Mike Terlep. “Our goal is to provide buyers
with the means to be outside with
their coach, whether it’s tailgating or
at the campground. Folks that are
committed to the RV lifestyle, they
want to be outside.”
Forest River’s new Shasta RV Division has designed outdoor kitchens in
two 30- and 32-foot floorplans in Revere and Freeport travel trailers.
“When outside kitchens first were introduced, there was a question of

whether they were a fad or a trend
that was going to have staying
power,” said Shasta President Brad
Whitehead. ‘’It looks like they are
here to stay.”
With regard to motorhomes, Thor
Motor Coach (TMC) this spring introduced an optional outdoor kitchen on

This simple one-piece stainless-steel Cook Center
— equipped with a small sink and a two burner
stove — is standard on Open Range Roma and
Mesa Ridge travel trailers. The company is planning more extensive cooking options “with fullblown kitchens with a fridge and microwave,”
said President Randy Graber.

its single-slide 34SS Daybreak Class A
motorhome built on a 22,000-pound
GVWR Ford Super Duty chassis that includes a stainless-steel single-bowl
sink along with a mini-fridge, LP grill
and 19-inch HD TV.
“We’ve seen an explosion of outside
kitchens on towable products, but
nothing from motorhome manufactur-
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LEFT: Coachmen RV differs from most OEMs in that it changes its outdoor kitchen design for its travel trailers and fifth wheels. This well-equipped
“camp kitchen” is built into its Catalina trailer. RIGHT: Forest River’s new Shasta RV Division has designed outdoor kitchens in two 30- and 32-foot
floorplans in its Revere and Freeport travel trailers.

ers,” said TMC Product Manager Mike
Peterson, adding that the kitchen was
designed to fit the company’s “motorhome demographic.”
Fleetwood Industries Inc., Decatur,
Ind., also offers outdoor cooking sta-

tions as options on its Providence and
Discovery diesel-pusher lineups on
various chassis up to 44,600-pound
GVWRs. Mounted on a slideout that replaces a sizeable storage bay, the
option features a small fridge and
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stainless-steel sink with an attachable
gas grill.
“It’s popular around the NASCAR
circuit,” said Lenny Razo, Fleetwood
East Region sales director. “Customers order it 25% of the time.” RVB
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RV Vets Donati, Middleton Embrace ‘FactoryDirect’ Business Model with Nexus RV Startup
I BY BRUCE HAMPSON

F

ounding a new enterprise in the aftermath of an economic downturn can
Elkhart, Ind., OEM
be quite a challenge. But Claude Donati and David Middleton, the two principals behind startup Nexus RV, Elkhart, Ind., feel that the waning recession
Establishes Nationwide
actually has worked in their favor and helped them reach the conclusion
Network Of Service Centhat their fledgling motorized RV manufacturing company ought to adopt a
factory-direct business model.
ters, Offers Reimburse“When the market hit a downturn, there were literally 300-plus dealerships
that went out of business,” said Donati, who, with Middleton, formerly worked
ment for Buyer Travel
for Nappanee, Ind.-based Gulf Stream Coach Inc.
Expenses. Social Media
“Markets like Kokomo, Indiana, and Colorado Springs, Colorado, that previously
had three or four motorhome dealerships suddenly had none, forcing the potential
is Prime Marketing Tool.
customers in those markets to go on the Internet to do their shopping and make
their purchase hundreds of miles from where
they lived,” he added. “We realized that since
the customers were doing that anyway, why
are they going through a dealer? If they dealt
directly with the manufacturer, ‘cutting out
the middleman,’ so to speak, those savings
could be passed directly to the customer.
“The economy allowed our business model
to really take hold,” he added, “because what
we found at the very end when we were at
Gulf Stream was that, because all these dealers went out of business, we were dealing
with the customers anyway. So we started
down that path, asking ourselves, ‘What
would we need to do? How would we do it?
What would it mean to the customer?’”
With a business plan and investors on
board, the new company rolled out its first
Nexus minimotorhome on April 7 and held a
high-profile open house of its own June 2030. And thus far, these new entrepreneurs say
Claude Donati (left) and David Middleton, founders of Elkhart, Ind.-based Nexus RV.
that the factory-direct concept is paying off
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for the Elkhart firm, half of which is
owned by Donati and Middleton, the
other half by “a good cross-section
of consultants and successful businesspeople.”
Nexus’ 40-person team currently
builds six units a week as the company
works to fulfill contracts with several
large rental-fleet operators along with
its retail orders.
“When we first got into this, we
started off building rental units, which
allowed us to fill our production line,
negotiate with our vendors and get
any ‘kinks’ worked out of the models,”
said Donati.
Back on that factory-direct topic and
the decision not to sell through dealers,
Donati and Middleton say it was the drive
to provide customers with “a lot more
coach for a lot less money” that ultimately led to the factory-direct decision
“We’re also capable of making special changes requested by the customer,
giving people the opportunity to ‘customize’ their units,” Middleton pointed
out. “For example, we had a retired
couple come in from Atlanta that
wanted our 23-foot model with a rear
corner bed. But in a unit that small you
want as much storage as possible, so
they asked us to add an extra cabinet
above the door and enlarge the cabinet
near the bunk. They also wanted to pick
their fabrics, and added more vinyl to
the dinette. We built it the way they
wanted it.”
It was probably predictable that
Nexus would debut as a motorized RV
builder, given the respective backgrounds of the two gentlemen behind
it. Donati was vice president of Gulf
Stream’s motorized division, while
Middleton was the division’s national
sales manager.
Nexus currently builds two brands —
the Class C Phantom and B+ Viper — in
nine floorplans ranging from 23 to
32 feet.
“It’s what we know,” Donati reflected. “But more importantly, it was
the right time to enter the Class C segment because there’s just not that
much savings to be had, for example, in
a lightweight towable. It’s hard to get
a customer to travel four or five states
away to save $700 on a travel trailer.
But when you can save them $7,000 to
$12,000 on a motorized unit, they’ll get
on a plane and take a half-day trip —
which, by the way, we’ll reimburse them
for if they purchase a Nexus.”
Being factory-direct also allows
Nexus to respond with more immediacy
to implement changes, Donati main-

Nexus RV’s focus on customer service is evident thoughout the company. In addition to outside
hookups, the company also provides a comfortable customer lounge opening to the showroom.
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Nexus builds its Viper and Phantom lines exclusively on Ford chassis, which provides
customers with yet another option when seeking service while on the road.

The company builds both Class C and B+ models in its 86,000-square-foot manufacturing
plant. “We probably would not exceed our production capabilities for 10 years,” said Donati.

tains. “We can build what the customer
wants,” he noted. “If another OEM
comes out with a great idea, a great new
floorplan that attracts consumer interest, we can build it today. We don’t have
to wait for 300 units already in the
field to sell down before we make
the change.”
One change that won’t be made, on
the other hand, is to Nexus RV’s coach
construction. Nexus utilizes a complete
steel-cage framework — floor, sidewalls
and roof — using a high-strength, lowalloy steel which, according to Donati,
is a “first” in the Class C market.
“Everyone else is using aluminum, or
a combination of steel and aluminum,”
he said. “The general consensus has always been that steel’s too heavy. Well,
it’s not. Because of the technology we
use, we’re able to go to thinner, stronger
steel. It’s 60% to 70% stronger than the
aluminum the competition is using.”
And, he adds, it only adds about 60
54
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pounds more weight to the average
coach.
Operating out of a 25,000-squarefoot showroom and 86,000-square-foot

“

Projected growth also includes utilizing the company’s acreage to add an onsite campground. “We’re adding 16 pads
with electrical hookups,” said Donati,
“with space for 100 eventual hookups,
so people can come and stay here for a
few days as they make their buying decision and get a thorough orientation to
their unit after they buy.”
One major concern for a factory-direct manufacturer without a dealership
network is the ability to have its units
serviced. Again, according to Middleton,
the factory-direct business model provides more leeway than a traditional
OEM-dealer relationship might afford.
“That’s one thing we took seriously,
more than anything, because we wanted
to make sure they had service after the
sale. We quickly realized that there are
actually more service centers around
the country than there are selling dealers. So, we are in the process of setting
up a nationwide network of qualified
service centers.”
Currently, Nexus has approximately
100 service centers in its network for
service and warranty work, with a goal
of establishing 250 centers nationwide.
“When we get an inquiry from a potential customer, one of the first things
we do it check to see if we have a service center in that area,” Middleton
added. “If we don’t, we immediately
begin contacting locations in that area
so that by the time the customer makes
the purchase or confirms their order we
have a service center there set up.”
And, as Donati pointed out, Nexus
products are built exclusively on Ford
chassis, which can be serviced at any
Ford service center.
“We feel that our service approach is
better than any dealership out there,” he
said. “You buy from a specific dealership

We Think Social Media is Where the Future is
Going to Be ... With This Facility, We Don’t
Need 10 Others Throughout the Country to Sell
You a Unit ...
— David Middleton, Vice President, Nexus RV

production facility on 10 acres on the
east side of Elkhart, Nexus’ campus offers the capacity to turn as many as 10
per day. The larger facility incorporates
two horseshoe-shaped production lines,
one inside the other, with the outer line
capable of integrating Class A production
which, according to Donati, is also part
of the firm’s long-term business plan.

”

and, most times, they have only a single
location. Trying to get service from a different dealer can be tough since they
naturally first accommodate their own
local buyers. And even dealerships with
multiple locations usually aren’t located
in most vacation areas — and an RV isn’t
going to break down in your driveway.
“Most of the time,” he continued,
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All roads lead
to Louisville.
If increased sales are what you’re looking for, the National RV
Trade Show needs to be your destination. This year will be
better than ever, with a New Product Showcase and more
educational seminars. So get an early jump on closing deals.
Come for the largest selection of recreational vehicles,
supplies and services. And head down the road to increased
sales at the National RV Trade Show at the Kentucky Expo
Center. For more exhibit and attendance information, contact
Wen Dang at 1-800-336-0154 or hdang@rvia.org.

Kentucky
Exposition
Center
LOUISVILLE , KY
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Nexus coaches utilize a full steel cage — floor, sidewalls and roof. The high-strength, lowalloy steel is stronger than aluminum, yet only adds about 60 pounds of weight to the unit.

IT’S MORE THAN A TRADE-IN.
IT’S A TRADE-UP.
ENCOURAGE YOUR CUSTOMERS TO EXCHANGE THEIR OLD
ELECTRIC TRAILER BRAKES FOR A NEW PAIR OF TEKONSHA
SELF-ADJUSTING BRAKE ASSEMBLIES

$15
CUSTOMERS
SAVE
ON A SET OF SELF-ADJUSTING BRAKES ONLY.

CUSTOMERS SAVE $40

ON A PAIR OF NEW TEKONSHA SELF-ADJUSTING BRAKES
+ ONE OF OUR PROPORTIONAL BRAKE CONTROLS.

Contact your sales representative for details or visit www.tekonsha.com
MKG0408 ©2011 Cequent Performance Products, Inc. 800-632-3290
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A technician begins running wire in a Nexus.
The company builds nine floorplans.
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they are going to be on vacation — or
en route, if they encounter any problems. We offer coverage in those areas,
be it the Grand Canyon or the Black
Hills. We think service is actually a selling feature for buying factory-direct.”
Service center locations are readily
available on the Nexus RV website. A
window on the website also allows locations that want to be a service center to
apply, “As long as they are authorized to
work on all the major components —
Carefree, Norcold, etc.,” said Donati.
“Also, many of our vendors’ service centers are also our service centers, so we’re
tied into their networks, as well.”
Beyond the ability to locate service
centers, the Internet has proven integral
to Nexus. Without a dealer network, the
company relies on advertising, the
Internet and social media to get the
word out.
“It’s been a very big part of our business,” said Middleton. “For starters, it
allows us to upload a wealth of information so a customer can get familiar with
our product. They can go to YouTube and
watch a 20-minute walkaround on one
of our units that we did in our studio.
That often elicits contact from the customer who wants more information on
specific areas. So it’s been a catapult for
customer familiarity with our company.
“Plus, we’re on Facebook. And customers, after they buy from us, are going
on Facebook and posting about their
unit where others can see it. So you
have anecdotal proof.
“We think social media is where
the future is going to be,” he added.
“Brick-and-mortar stores throughout
the country don’t make sense, unless
you’re going to fix the unit. With this
facility, we don’t need 10 others
throughout the country to sell you a
unit if it’s going to add $3,000 in costs
to every sale and not give the customer
any added benefit.” RVB
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■ BY BOB A SHLEY

P U B L I C

D O M A I N

RVDA/RVIA Tech Certification
Program Adds Tests for ‘Career
Ladder’ Specialization; BudgetStrapped States Consider Private
Interests, Nonprofits to Run Parks

I

n the most substantial changes
since the RVDA/RVIA Technicians
Certification Board was established more than 15 years ago, the
RV industry in October will reshuffle
its technician-certification program to
provide certification in specific areas
of expertise.
Beginning with tests that will be
available online starting Oct. 1, technicians may receive certification in the
areas of mechanical operations, appliances and generators in addition to
body and chassis work.
“We are responding to what the
techs have asked for,” said Bruce Hopkins, the Recreation Vehicle Industry
Association’s (RVIA) vice president of
standards and education. “It’s not like
we are reinventing the wheel. Some
people want to specialize in a certain
area and they don’t need to get into
knowing how hydraulics, brakes or
plumbing systems work. It can be overwhelming to a new tech to master 15
duties (for general certification). This
will allow them to become certified in
smaller bites.”
To become fully certified, technicians must score 73% on a 200-question comprehensive test. To become
master certified a tech needs to score
87.5% — but that may change too. “In
the future, there may be a different test
for master certification so that it’s not
just a matter of getting a higher score,”
Hopkins said. The new “career ladder”
tests were developed by the independent Recreation Vehicle Service Training
Council (RVSTC), chaired by Airxcel
President and CEO Mel Adams. They
have been endorsed by the RVIA and
Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association

(RVDA) boards of directors.
“It addresses the reality of what’s
going on in some RV service departments where specialists have been
unable to get any industry recognition,”
said Phil Ingrassia, RVDA vice president of communication.
The new system has a $200,000plus startup cost — $52,000 to develop
the new tests that are being paid for by
the certification board with the balance
coming from RVIA to develop support
material for the tests and to market the
new system to technicians.
Slightly more than 2,800 service
techs have been certified by the
certification board, while RVDA’s RV
Learning Center has developed its own
tech-certification format for service
writers, service advisers, parts professionals and warranty administrators.
Over the short term the service-tech
ladder system is likely to result in fewer
generally certified techs.
“But overall, it should increase the
number of people who are trained and
certified in specific areas,” Hopkins
said.
✺ ✺ ✺
States under tight budget constraints coming out of the Great Recession are struggling to find ways to cope
with providing recreational services to
their residents.
A few examples:
• The state of Michigan in June
backed off plans to close 23 state
forest campgrounds that were targeted
to be shut down due to budget
constraints.
The closings were announced in
April, but Michigan Department of
Natural Resources continued on page 65

RV Business Senior Editor Bob Ashley is an Indiana-based freelance writer/ editor and a 25-year
newspaper veteran. He has focused on the RV industry and national recreation issues for 16 years.
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Osborne from page 39
while I was there.
RVB: You’re stepping into a position
that essentially succeeds Kay Toolson,
a veteran industry figure, even though
the title and responsibilities are a little
different.
Osborne: Yes, Kay was specifically
focused on Monaco RV, and I obviously
have the Workhorse brand under my
responsibility. But clearly, the bigger of
the two units is the RV business, and
that’s where I’ll be spending a lot of my
time.
RVB: What’s your perception of this
industry in general and the Monaco
brand in particular now under the Navistar umbrella, a couple of years after
the Great Recession took the predecessor company down?
Osborne: Well, the industry is a
pretty strong industry, and I’m talking in
terms of brand loyalty, in terms of passionate customers. I mean I’ve never
seen an industry where the customers
are so passionate about their brands,
you know? And part of the ownership
experience is not just the product itself,
but the affiliation of owners. That is a
huge, huge difference between most
consumer product-based companies.
So, it’s an industry where you’ve got
to be very, very responsive to customers. You know, for one thing, it’s a
big purchase for most people. And you
can’t put a product out there and sort
of leave people with it. I mean, you’ve
got to be with them throughout the entire ownership and service experience,
and you’ve got to listen to them because they’re very passionate about
the products.
I mean, sitting here at this rally, I got
great product feedback from owners
about every little feature of the coach.
This kind of passion is what you rely on
as a manufacturer to make your product better.
RVB: We hear that you sat in on
some owner seminars?
Osborne: Yeah, we had an ownership group meeting. We had a men-only
meeting and a women-only meeting,
and they were both very eye-opening.
And, again, the passion for the brand is
something that is huge, and that is
something that we want to capitalize on.
And the best way to do that is to get
closer to customers. We talked a lot
about how we can bring customers into
our design process so they can help us
make the product a lot better.
The thing I liked about getting the
feedback was it was great, but it was
58
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Bill Osborne is joined by Monaco executives Charlie Kimball, senior vice president of operations
(left) and Mike Snell, senior vice president of sales and product development, at the Holiday
Rambler owners club rally in Goshen, Ind.

feedback that we probably should have
had while we were designing the
coach. And that’s what we plan to do —
bring the customers into our process
and get their voice a lot earlier so that
we could really make a coach that
meets their needs.
RVB: We assume that your automotive background will play into your
hands in the RV business?
Osborne: What’s clear to me is
that, if you look at the history of the RV
industry, a lot of the companies were
very entrepreneurial. You know, they’re
operations run by individual founders,
and they grew and developed over
time. And so a lot of these small companies didn’t have the process and
structure that you need to build good
quality (products) time after time.
At the same time, the RV industry
doesn’t have captive dealer networks.
So, you can’t control the service and
ownership experience like you can in
the auto industry.
So, one of the things I think I can
bring to this company from 31 years in
the auto industry is a knowledge of
quality systems, how to design for service and how to engineer systems so
that it all works well together. I want to
bring some of those disciplines, lean
manufacturing, quality control, into our
business and raise the standards and
raise the customer’s expectation of
quality and what he should expect from
a coach.
And I think with Navistar’s resources, we can do that. Navistar’s a
great company. It’s a $15 billion company with experts in design and lean
manufacturing. We can use all that expertise to distinguish ourselves in the
industry. And that’s something that I
think bodes well for our future. I think

that we’ll raise the standards of quality
in the industry.
RVB: Are you prepared to address
product directions at this point and
where you’d like to see things go in the
future in terms of product design?
Osborne: Well, I don’t want to reveal anything that would be useful to
competitors, but I can tell you that I
think one of the most important things
to be successful in this industry is innovation — that what drives new sales
and ownership is for people to see new
features and functions that they
haven’t seen before.
And so I believe that it’s going to be
important for both the Holiday Rambler
and Monaco brand to be known for a
constant stream of innovation — to create new features and new products
that excite people and make them want
to trade up for a new coach.
RVB: Is this downsize Trip Class A
emblematic of the kinds of products
we’re going to see from Monaco in the
future?
Osborne: Well, we heard that today
when we talked with a number of our
customers. You know, we asked them
specifically if they were planning to
“trade down” in terms of length. And a
huge number of them said “yes,” that
they’re using their motorhomes differently now, that they’re getting a little bit
older and don’t need as much space.
Fuel economy is obviously becoming a
lot more important to them.
Over the long haul, our plan is to be
there where our customers are going. I
always rely on that Wayne Gretzy
quote: “Don’t skate to where the puck
is — skate to where the puck’s going to
be.” There’s a lot we can draw from
these conversations.
RVB: So, while total industry mo-
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torhome shipments as a percent of the
whole have slipped some in recent
years, you clearly see Monaco as one
of the long-term players in the motorized category, right?
Osborne: We have to be. You know,
I came here to help grow the motorcoach business, and we have very
strong brands in Holiday Rambler and
Monaco, and we plan to invest in both
of those brands. Both brands will have
a full product lineup. Both brands will
have marketing support from the
company, and both brands will build at
excellent quality levels. And we think
that that’s kind of the recipe for success
in the industry. Developing a strong
service network and getting close to
customers are also going to be, you
know, how we distinguish ourselves.
RVB: This, it seems, is the kind of
approach that dealers, traditionally,
would approve of.
Osborne: Well, when you don’t
have captive dealers, what’s important
is to have killer product because that’s
what pulls sales through the dealers,
right? So, that’s why we talk about a
constant stream of innovation. Nothing
pulls sales through the dealer channel
like a killer product that people just
can’t resist. If people come in and ask
for a Holiday Rambler or a Monaco,
that’s what’s going to drive dealers
to stock up. In an industry where you
don’t have captive dealers, it’s all about
killer product.
RVB: And you’ll be managing
Monaco, a company with key plants in
Oregon and Indiana, from the west
Chicago suburbs?
Osborne: Yes, working out the
corporate headquarters will enable me
to be a strong voice for Monaco within
the corporation. You know, the big competitive advantage that we have is we
have the resources and expertise of a
Fortune 500 company that we can
draw on, and my goal is to make sure
that we bring all those resources to
bear to make our company successful.
That being said, I’m going to be out talking to customers. I’m going to be out in
the operations. I’m not going to be
doing the job from Chicago. But my
goal is to make sure that I bring forth all
of the resources that Navistar has.
RVB: Lest we forget, what’s the
status of Workhorse Custom Chassis at
this point? Doesn’t it mostly market a
commercial chassis lineup?
Osborne: Workhorse is still a viable
business in the Navistar portfolio. We
have a good business in the commercial market, but we do still have some

business in the RV space.
RVB: Wasn’t the loss of Chevy’s
larger 8.1-liter Vortec 8100 V-8 gas
engine during the recession a serious
setback for Workhorse?
Osborne: Yes, this was a big setback. A good big-bore gas engine is a
rare commodity these days. Most
OEMs are investing in smaller, more
fuel-efficient engines for their light-duty
segments, making it difficult for RV
manufacturers to get the right gas engines for our products.
RVB: Finally, Bill, do you think that
— with the right leadership — Work-

horse can relocate a solid niche in the
motorhome business down the road?
Osborne: I don’t think the issue is
leadership. We have a fine team at
Workhorse. We simply need to revise
our strategy. Motorhomes will remain an
important segment for us, but our plans
call for business across a variety of segments. Clearly, we were very dependent
on the RV business the last several
years, and with industry volumes declining as they did, it really made for difficult
times at Workhorse. So it’s important for
us to diversify our business."
— Sherman Goldenberg
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RVBusiness delivers the most comprehensive, up-to-date news available to
the RV Industry trade – and here’s how to
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■ BY BRUCE HAMPSON

S U P P L Y

S I D E

Saying a Product or Its Manufacturer is
‘Green’ Doesn’t Necessarily Mean that it
Is, in Reality, Environmentally Friendly
reen, as a color, isn’t about to
steamroll its way across the RV industry as a design element like it
did the automotive field 20 years ago.
Remember all those teal green Chevy
Camaros cruising around town back in
the late ‘80s?
As a contemporary philosophy, however, “green” is second only to “fuel efficiency” in its impact on what’s built —
and what’s bought – in this day and age.
Unlike mileage statistics, however,
it’s a lot tougher trying to qualify just
exactly what “green” means in real
terms. With this thought in mind, I
called the folks at Elkhart, Ind.-based
TRA Certification Inc., a program
marketed nationally by T.R. Arnold &
Associates Inc., which also provides
third-party evaluation in the manufactured- and modular-housing industry.
TRA Certification evaluates RVs and
RV-manufacturing plants in an effort
to help reduce their environmental
impact.
“There are ‘green’ programs for residential use — healthcare, homes, commercial buildings — but we realized
that there wasn’t anything like that for
the RV industry,” said Mandy
Leazenby, TRA’s green program manager. “So, we developed one.”
With no industrywide consensus of
just exactly what it means to be “green,”
TRA turned to the National Green
Building Standard applied to singlefamily homes, and used it as a platform
to implement applicable parts for the
RV industry.
There are actually two steps to the
evaluation process. Before TRA ever
begins certification of the units, it first
must certify the manufacturing plant itself. “We don’t want to go into a company and ignore what’s going on in the
plant because they could be extremely
wasteful, yet build a really great RV,”
Leazenby noted. “We need to ensure
that the whole operation supports green
initiatives.”

G

TRA Certification Logo

For example, she cited the difference
between a technician performing a test
of a unit’s water lines with a drain hose
versus a plant utilizing a holding tank
that recycles the water. “If I go into a
plant and see an elevated water tank, I
know it’s being used and reused to test
the water lines in their units. It
might’ve been a pain to set up, but it
makes a huge difference environmentally,” said Leazenby, adding that it can
also make a big difference in the company’s water bills.
The RVs themselves are ranked in
six different categories: resource efficiency (building design and materials),
water efficiency, energy efficiency, indoor air quality (that, she notes, is
where the ‘F’ word, formaldehyde,
comes in), operation maintenance (the
owner’s manual) and innovative practices. The last category is something of
a catch-all covering aspects not mentioned in the others, be it nitrogenfilled tires or LED lighting systems.
“We’ll run the RV against our
checklist and see how well it fares,” said
Leazenby. “A unit might receive a lot of
points for energy efficiency but fall
short in the other categories. Our green
certification program provides them

with a goal.”
Just as there are levels which need to
be attained in order to gain green certification, there are additional plateaus
within the certification process itself:
bronze, silver, gold and emerald. Again,
the levels are structured to provide
manufacturers with attainable goals.
For example, Elkhart-based RV builder
Forest River Inc. recently pushed certification of its Class C motorhomes
from silver to gold by replacing the
faucets used in the coaches’ bathrooms.
By opting for a low-flow, one-gallonper-minute faucet, the units improved
their overall water efficiency — and
bumped their point totals into gold territory.
While more and more manufacturers are opting into the program — a
current list of green-certified RVs can
be found at www.tragreen.com — the
only two companies that have attained
emerald status to date are Jayco Inc., for
its Skylark travel trailer (although all of
Jayco’s units are green-certified at some
level), and EverGreen Recreational Vehicles LLC’s complete line.
“That’s reflective of the company as
a whole,” she said of EverGreen’s
achievement. “‘Green’ has been an integral part of EverGreen’s operations
from the very beginning; it’s part of
their corporate culture. They know the
market they are selling to is seeking that
out and is willing to pay extra for it.”
As Leazenby noted, building to
green standards isn’t unduly expensive,
but if you’re looking to go ‘above and
beyond,’ there’s a certain cost associated
with it. “I think as far as consumers go,
they are getting a little wiser,” she
added. “Third-party verification is becoming more important to them — not
just for RVs, but with any consumer
goods. Almost any company can make
a claim to be green in some aspect of its
operation or production, but that
doesn’t make you a green company or
make your product green.”
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Enduratex Has Developed
‘Ostrich-Inspired’ Faux Leather

Enduratex “Ossie”

Generally, choosing a fabric for an RV
interior is a compromise between what’s
most attractive and what a manufacturer
can afford in its bill of materials. Now
those manufacturers will be looking into
a new product called “Ossie” from China
General Plastics Corp. of America
(CGPC), also known as Enduratex.
Enduratex brings a whole new look to
the table (well, the couches and chairs,
anyway) with Ossie, which, while a faux
leather product, provides an ostrich-like
appearance.
Designed for high-end applications,
Ossie is the newest offering in Enduratex’s Endurasoft line and will be offered
in 13 SKUs. With warehouses in Atlanta, Cincinnati and Los Angeles,
CGPC of America supplies vinyl-coated
fabrics to the automotive, hospitality, marine and healthcare industries.
“Ossie is an exotic skin pattern that
has wide appeal,” said Jeff Post, vice president and general manager of CGPC
America. “Its versatility will serve a number of design segments, providing a
unique aesthetic and luxurious hand with
the performance the marketplace
demands.”
Spartan’s Relocating RV Chassis
Manufacturing to Elkhart County
It was big news in June when Charlotte, Mich.-based Spartan Motors Inc.
(SMI) announced that it was relocating
its recreational vehicle chassis manufacturing operations to Wakarusa, Ind. The
manufacturer of specialty chassis and
emergency rescue vehicles will be building those chassis at its sprawling Utilimaster Corp. commercial truck-building
facilities, originally owned by Holiday
Rambler Corp.
“Eighty-two percent of all recreational vehicles are manufactured in
northern Indiana,” said John Sztykiel,
president and CEO of Spartan Motors.
“By moving production of RV chassis to
Wakarusa, we can improve operational
execution through alignment of strategic
62
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assets with the geographic location of
our customer base.”
The Wakarusa Town Council passed
resolutions declaring certain Utilimaster
properties as revitalization areas for the
purpose of 10-year tax abatements on
both real and personal property. Utilimaster will be making real estate improvements of approximately $1.88
million, including adding about 6,000
square feet to on plant, and in the
process adding 60 jobs.
Headquartered in Charlotte, Michigan, SMI employs approximately 1,400
at facilities in Michigan, Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, Indiana and Texas.
United Shades Releases
Pleated Shade First-Aid Kit

— as well as its breakaway systems are
well-known to most larger travel trailer
and fifth-wheel owners. In fact, almost
lost in the popularity of their electronic
brake controls is the fact that Tekonsha,
a division of Cequent Performance Products, also offers electric and hydraulic
brake assemblies, brake parts and wiring
components.
So, the company is providing added
impetus for “rediscovering” that segment
of the Tekonsha lineup by offering “The
Great Brake Exchange,” a program offering owners who bring their trailer to
any Tekonsha dealer for standard electric
brake replacement a savings of $15 on a
pair of self-adjusting brakes — or $40 on
the combined purchase of brakes and a
Tekonsha proportional brake control.
The exchange runs through July 31.
“Electric trailer brakes have been the
industry standard for generations and
haven’t changed much from their original design,” said Marcia Albright, vice
president and general manager for Cequent’s electrical and braking division.
“Recent design improvements have resulted in brakes that are not only economical but are also capable of adapting
to the wear incurred over time. Our selfadjusting brake assemblies constantly adjust for pad wear, eliminating the need
for manual adjustments.”

United Shade Pleated Shade First-Aid Repair Kit

When you stop to consider all the
systems, appliances and accessories that
make up a typical RV, it’s easy to understand why a smart camper usually packs
a toolbox and an assortment of component-repair kits in a storage compartment. That said, most don’t include a kit
for restringing window shades, even
though an errant shade can be among
the more aggravating miscues faced
campside.
United Shade LLC, a Dicor Corp.
company, recently introduced an aftermarket pleated-shade repair kit that allows RVers to restring and repair up to
five shades. The Pleated Shade FirstAid Repair Kit includes parts and directions for the repair of two-cord
day/night shades, four-cord day/night
shades and two-cord night shades. The
only tools needed for the repairs are a
flat-head Philips screwdriver and a pair
of scissors.
Michigan-Based Tekonsha
Offers ‘Great Brake Exchange’
Tekonsha’s line of proportional trailer
braking controls — from the Prodigy RF
and P2 to the Voyager, P3 and Primus IQ

AMSOIL Inc. Introduces
New Synthetic Diesel Oil
There’s no denying that synthetic oils
perform better in internal-combustion
engines.
Unfortunately, the requirements
of
diesel
engines limit what
can be put in their
crankcase.
AMSOIL, Inc.
has released a new
AMSOIL OE 15W-40 synthetic oil designed
Synthetic Diesel Oil expressly for diesel
use. The company’s
OE 15W-40 Synthetic Diesel Oil is a
low-sulfated ash formation that meets
the requirements for low-emission quality diesel oil, with the sort of lubrication
protection synthetics are famous for —
particularly in severe operating conditions. It’s compatible with all exhaust
treatment devices and is designed for engines equipped with diesel particulate
filters. Formulated for improved heat
and oxidation resistance over conventional oil, it also features a low volatility
(burn-off ) rate. RVB
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C L A S S I F I E D

A D V E R T I S I N G

MOTORHOME PARTS

PROPERTIES FOR LEASE

RV SERVICE CENTERS

www.WinnebagoParts.com
Parts for all Winnebago/Itasca products
& LeSharo/Phasar. Body/crash parts,
decals & glass 1975 to present. Personal
service at fair prices for our customers
worldwide. M-F, 8-5 Central time.
800-933-7742

Great Location – high visibility, freeway frontage
on I-8 – Yuma, Arizona 85365. Approx 2 1/2
acres – Large building with offices – Service bays,
w/50 amps. Completely fenced, Cat 5 wiring,
500 gal Propane filling station. Remodeled –
inside and outside – Property shows great. Large
retirement and snowbird population. Will be
available August 1, 2011. Contact: Ken Buckley
928-305-0129, email: az321@theriver.com.
For additional information and photos:
www.loopnet.com - Property ID# 16609502.

COACHMEN WHOLESALE PARTS DEPOT
An Authorized Coachmen Parts Distributor
Call us for all your Coachmen Sportscoach
Shasta needs. Courteous, experienced staff.
Wholesale Pricing. Same Day Service. 8-5 EST
866-412-7936 www.coachmenparts.com

MOTORHOMES WANTED
WE BUY MOTORHOMES
2000 & NEWER - PAID FOR OR NOT
CASH Payment & NATIONWIDE Pick Up
Contact Bill Fishfader @ 1-509-993-0321.
RVs NORTHWEST • SPOKANE, WA

RV PARTS WANTED
RV PARTS WANTED
WE BUY COMPLETE/PARTIAL INVENTORIES DOWNSIZING, CLOSING,
SPRING CLEANING, ETC...NEW, USED,
OBSOLESCENCE, BODY PARTS,
ACCESSORIES STEVE 775-742-5116

Need an RV Technician?
Looking for a buyer?
Reach nearly 18,000 of the
RV industry's key players.
For information on advertising
in the Classified Advertising
section of RV Business,
call Trina Nissley at
574-266-7980 ext. 10 or
email tnissley@rvbusiness.com

VISIT RVBUSINESS.COM
FOR UP-TO-THE-MINUTE INDUSTRY NEWS!
©

CLASSIFIEDS
Use this form or your own stationery to submit your ad copy!

Ad closing for the Nov/Dec 2011 issue is September 20. This issue reaches subscribers November 7.
RATE INFO: Standard rate: $25 per line, 40 characters and spaces per line, five-line minimum. For ad with photo, trademark or logo, please add $50 for B/W or $65 for color. Photos are restricted to RVs or real estate; logos are unrestricted.
Boldface type additional $10 per line. For your ad to appear in red type add $25.
PAYMENT: Classifieds are to be prepaid by Visa/MC/Discover, check, or money order. No agency commissions or cash discounts.
Please refer questions to Trina Nissley at 574-266-7980 ext. 10, Email tnissley@rvbusiness.com

Name: _________________________________________________ Email: _________________________
Company: _____________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
Phone/Fax: _____________________________________________

Run for________________ issues

Credit Card Number: _____________________________________

Expiration: __________________

Signature: __________________________________________ Category:__________________

RV BUSINESS Classifieds, 2901 E. Bristol St., Suite B, Elkhart, IN 46514 • Fax (574) 266-7984 • Email tnissley@rvbusiness.com
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Public Domain from page 57
(DNR) Director Rodney Stokes, who
was expected to give final approval to
the closures, instead said he was
“withdrawing the closure order” pending further study.
• Florida is moving ahead with plans
to have private interests build campgrounds in more than 50 state parks.
• The California Assembly has
approved a proposed law to make it
easier for nonprofit organizations to
operate some of 70 state parks
scheduled to be shuttered this fall
due to the state’s multi-billion dollar
budget deficit.
• After the Legislature eliminated
tax-supported funding for Washington
state parks, the state July 1 began selling the “Discover Pass,” which is now
required for entry into state recreation
lands and water-access sites. Formerly
free, the Discover pass will cost $30
a year per vehicle and $10 for one-day
passes. It is expected to raise $5 million over two years.
✺ ✺ ✺
Can campgrounds and RV parks be
in the vanguard of the trend toward
electric vehicles?
The answer is “yes,” according to
Wade Elliot of Washington-based Utility
Supply Group who recently presented
a seminar to members of the Texas Association of Campground Owners
(TACO) during its spring convention.
“A lot of RV parks sitting alongside
highways and interchanges are in perfect position to take advantage of this,”
Elliot told the group.
✺ ✺ ✺
Camp-California.com, a website operated by the California Association of
RV Park and Campgrounds (CalARVC),
is allowing consumers to post letter
grades along with detailed reviews for
campgrounds where they have stayed.
The review system is being
overseen by California-based GuestRated.com.
“The fact that we outsource the
review function gives a much higher
level of credibility to these ratings,”
said CalARVC Executive Director
Debbie Sipe.
✺ ✺ ✺
A new law in Oklahoma requires a
license to sell towable RVs while at the
same time it puts the regulation of
towables and motorhomes under the
authority of the Oklahoma Recreational

Dealers Association. The changes were
backed by the Oklahoma Recreational
Dealers Association.
✺ ✺ ✺
The U.S. Department of Labor in
June announced the second installment of an emergency grant totaling

about $3 million to retrain some 1,050
Oregon workers who were laid off
when the former Monaco Coach Corp.
in Coburg closed its doors. The grant
will be administered by the Oregon
Department of Community Colleges
and Workforce Development. RVB

COACH GLASS.
IT’S WHAT WE DO.
Windshields, Side Windows & Related
Gaskets & Moldings for All RVs
Complete Inventory Warehouses in
Indiana, Oregon, Florida & Arizona

(800) 714-7171
(541) 684-7868
www.CoachGlass.com
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Motorhomes from page 43
In addition to exploring establishing a dealer network, Born Free
is working on a number of projects, including this prototype of a
33-foot coach built on a Ford
F-550 diesel chassis.

consistently delivers the
most comprehensive, up-todate news available to the
RV Industry trade — and you
won’t want to miss these
special upcoming issues!
September/October 2011
•Cover Story: Open House Week!
The Open House Era Comes of Age Among
Northern Indiana RV Manufacturers, and RVB
Will Dramatically Up the Ante in Coverage of this
Growing New Tradition with Maps, Manufacturer
Open House Schedules and New Model Product
Profiles as well as Restaurant/Lounge Reviews
in What is Otherwise a Dealer-Centric Issue.

Plus
• Independent Dealer Networks, from REDEX
to Route 66, Take Care of Business
• Annual RVB Dealer Directory

November/December 2011
•Cover Story: Louisville 2011
The RV Industry’s Annual Pilgrimage Back to the
Blue Grass State. Before the RV Industry Returns
to Louisville, RVB will Preview the National
Show in a Big Way with Expanded Coverage of
New Manufacturers Models Slated for a Debut
at the National Show in Addition to a Special
“On the Town” Section.

Plus
• RV Dealer 20 Groups: Where Retailers
Benchmark Their Way to Prosperity
• Finance Trends Overview

For advertising information, contact:
Beverly Gardner, VP, National Ad Sales

(800) 831-1076
(574) 266-7980 ext.12
bgardner@rvbusiness.com
National Ad Sales
Ally Kollat

(800) 831-1076
(574) 266-7980 ext. 11
akollat@rvbusiness.com
Wendy Thorne

(800) 831-1076
(574) 266-7980 ext. 14
wthorne@rvbusiness.com
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toon, Saskatchewan, are looking
to capitalize on a downsizing trend
among older
RVers.
“We’ve only
started
to
benefit from
the aging of
the
population,”
said
Roadtrek
President Jeff
Hanemaayer,
Jeff Hanemaayer,
noted
Roadtrek Motorhomes, Inc. who
that
since
Grand Rapids, Mich.-based Statistical Surveys Inc. began tracking Bvans in 2004, their share of the RV
market has increased from 3.7% to
6.5% last year. “I think that trend
will continue.”
Although the Class B market is
a small segment of the RV industry,
Pleasure-Way Vice President Dean
Rumple noted that in 2010, Class
B motorhomes, percentagewise,
outpaced Class A and Class C
coach sales.
“To look in the crystal ball for the
next 12 months, I think it’s only
going to get better,” Rumple said.
“There is a big sector of the RV
market that wants to maintain the
lifestyle, but wants a smaller unit
than a big Class A.”
Likewise, Winnebago also will
bring back its Class B Era motorhome on the Sprinter chassis in
2012 after a model-year hiatus.
“We’ve made some tweaks and adjustments to what we had before,”
Martin said.
“Fuel-efficient products continue

to be a real strategy for us,” Martin
added. “We have Class A, B and C
motorhomes all based on the (highmileage) Mercedes Benz Sprinter
platform, and our record with that
chassis has been very good.”
On the West Coast, MVP RV Inc.,
Riverside, Calif., got healthy after
a tough period two years ago.
Currently, MVP
is experiencing Class C
retail
sales
increases that
are
topping
30% a month,
said
Scott
Degnan, MVP
RV vice president of sales
Scott Degnan,
and marketing.
MVP RV Inc.
The resurgence came after Chinese businessman Winston Chung last year
bought controlling interest in the
company. “It’s unbelievable,’’ said
Degnan. “We are doing really well.”
MVP also is developing a Class
A motorhome that will be introduced later this year for the U.S.
market.
All told, economist Richard
Curtin of the University of Michigan
predicts that motorhome shipments
to dealers in 2011 will be 26,100
units, up 3.5% from the 25,200
shipped in 2010.
“It’s a pretty general consensus
that motorhome sales are stable
even with higher fuel prices,” said
Tiffin’s Williamson. “Our market is
outpacing the consumer confidence
index right now.” RVB
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Smart inventory management today
builds a secure business tomorrow
Managing your inventory flow — from order to stock to sale — is critical to the long-term health of
your business. That’s why GE Capital, Commercial Distribution Finance supports your growth the
smart way with a proven approach to lending, advanced customer solutions and more than 50 years
of expertise in inventory financing. In fact, we provided 36,000 North American businesses more than
$25 billion last year to manage their inventory efficiently. GE Capital, Commercial Distribution Finance:
Sound thinking today leads to a secure business tomorrow.
Call us today at 800-289-4488 to speak with a representative.
Or visit us online at www.gecdf.com to find out more.

© 2011 General Electric Capital Corporation. All rights reserved.
All transactions subject to credit approval.
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Welcome to our digital edition of RV Business Magazine. This format makes it easy for you to navigate the magazine and
provides direct links to Internet sites of our advertisers, our
RVBusiness.com Web site, and many Web sites to supplement our
editorial features.

Here are some tips on how to use Digital RV Business:
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• Click on the RVBusiness.com button to go directly to
our Web site.
• Click on the User Guide button on any page to bring
you back to this page.
• Click on the Contents button to take you to the Table
of Contents page from anywhere in the magazine.
• When the hand icon changes to a pointing
finger, it indicates a link to a Web site or to another page in
the magazine.
• Use the Zoom

tool to zoom in on the page. Use

the Zoom-out tool
and hold down the option
(Macintosh) or Windows key to toggle back and forth.
• Click and drag using the Dynamic Zoom
infinitely control the zoom.

tool to

We recommend a Page Layout view of Continuous - Facing, but
Adobe Reader provides several options you may prefer.

We hope you enjoy reading our Digital RV Business Magazine and
we encourage your comments and suggestions to our editor atb
bhampson@RVBusiness.com

